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Abstract

We define cohomology groups H"(G, M), n e Z, for a profinite group G

with coefficients in a discrete G-module M in the style of Mislin's definition

of complete cohomology for a discrete group (cf. [14]). Due to the lack of

projective objects, but thanks to the existence of enough injective objects, our

approach consists of the completion of a cohomological functor with respect

to injective discrete G-modules. We show, that whenever the group has finite

virtual cohomological dimension, our definition agrees with the profinite ver¬

sion of Farrell cohomology discovered by Scheiderer in [18] on the smaller

category oftorsion discrete G-modules. Further we examine which properties
of complete cohomology of discrete groups can be carried over to the profinite
case. So for example we prove a profinite version of a theorem ofBrown ([2],

Corollary X.7.4).

Zusammenfassung

In Anlehnung an Mislin's Definition der vollständigen Cohomologie für dis¬

krete Gruppen (vgl. [14]), definieren wir für eine proendliche Gruppe G Co-

homologiegruppen H"(G, M), n e Z, mit Koeffizienten in einem diskreten

G-Modul M. Da in der Kategorie der diskreten G-Modulen projektive Ob¬

jekte im allgemeinen fehlen, aber da es genügend injektive Objekte gibt, ver¬

wenden wir die Vervollständigung eines cohomologischen Funktors bezüglich

Injektiven. Wir zeigen, dass für proendliche Gruppen mit virtuell endlicher

Cohomologiedimension die neu entwickelte Cohomologie mit der von Schei¬

derer in [18] definierten proendlichen Farrell Cohomologie auf der Kategorie
der diskreten G-Torsionsmoduln übereinstimmt. Ferner untersuchen wir, wel¬

che Eigenschaften der vollständigen Cohomologie der diskreten Gruppen sich

auf den proendlichen Fall übertragen lassen. So beweisen wir zum Beispiel
eine proendliche Version eines Theorems von Brown ([2], Corollary X.7.4).
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Introduction

Tate introduced a variation on the ordinary cohomology groups of finite dis¬

crete groups: Cohomology groups Hn(G, M) indexed by all integers «eZ

(cf. [2], chapter VI). For positive integers n > 0 they agree with ordinary co¬

homology groups, and for negative integers n < —2 we have reindexed ordi¬

nary homology groups. Like ordinary cohomology, one can have coefficients

in any G-module M, and each cohomology group is functorial in M. For this

theory long exact sequences associated to short exact sequences of coefficient

modules extend in both directions. Subsequently, Tate cohomology was gen¬

eralized by Farrell involving as in Tate's work the use of complete projective
resolutions but now more generally for all discrete groups with finite virtual

cohomological dimension (cf. [2], chapter X).

Vogel [6], Mislin [14], Carlson and Benson [1] discovered various, but equiv¬
alent generalizations of Tate cohomology, which work for any discrete group.

This theory is often called complete cohomology and its definition does not

depend on complete resolutions. The theory shares basic properties with ordi¬

nary cohomology, such as the existence of long exact sequences associated to

short exact sequences of coefficient modules. There is a property which dis¬

tinguishes complete cohomology from ordinary cohomology: The complete

cohomology groups Hn(G, P) vanish for all integers neZ, whenever P is a

projective module. Cohomological functors satisfying this condition are said

to be P-complete, ^-completeness is part of Mislin's definition of complete

cohomology as the completion of ordinary cohomology with respect toprojec¬
tive modules. Since the concept of satellites is used, complete cohomology is

characterized by a universal property concerning P-complete cohomological
functors on the category of G-modules.

Profinite groups are compact totally disconnected topological groups.

Examples of such groups are given through Galois groups arising from Galois
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2 Introduction

extensions of commutative fields. In fact each profinite group can be viewed

as a Galois group. To work with cohomology groups for profinite groups, one

needs always to be aware of supplementary topological structures. For exam¬

ple continuous cohomology of a profinite group G can be defined as usual as

the cohomology of the standard complex (cf. [20], page 10). Yet now, the

coefficient module M is a discrete G-module, which means a G-module en¬

dowed with the discrete topology, such that the action of G on the module is

continuous. Also the maps Gn -> M in the standard complex are obliged
to be continuous. The coincidence of continuous cohomology with ordinary

cohomology in case of G being a finite discrete group can easily been seen.

Moreover, since each profinite group can be written as the projective limit of

finite discrete quotient groups, continuous cohomology is the direct limit of

ordinary cohomology groups.

Scheiderer discovered in [18] a profinite version of Farrell cohomology by

adapting discrete methods. He uses certain complete projective resolutions,

although in the category of discrete G-modules there exist in general no pro¬

jective objects. This problem can be evaded by working intermediately within

a different category of topological modules, namely in the category ofprofi¬
nite G-modules. The Pontryagin dual of a torsion discrete G-module is called

a profinite G-module. Since the category of torsion discrete G-modules pos¬

sesses enough injective objects, there are enough projective objects in the cat¬

egory of profinite G-modules by duality. At last Scheiderer defines profinite
Farrell cohomology groups for a profinite group G with finite virtual cohomo-

logical dimension, but because of the construction only with coefficients in a

torsion discrete G-module.

In Chapter 1 and 2 we collect various definitions, facts and results, that

are the basics for this thesis. The first chapter is devoted to several topics
in the theory of continuous cohomology of profinite groups guided by the

book [20] of Serre. The second chapter describes profinite Farrell cohomology
as it is constructed by Scheiderer in [18]. Furthermore we examine links to

continuous cohomology, which will be used later. A fundamental property

used in the next chapter is the fact, that profinite Farrell cohomology vanishes

on injective torsion discrete G-modules, i.e. profinite Farrell is I-complete on

the category of torsion discrete G-modules.

Chapter 3 consists of the definition of a generalization of profinite Farrell

cohomology. Guided by Mislin's definition of complete cohomology of a dis¬

crete group, we want to take a certain completion of a cohomological functor.

In difference to the discrete theory, there exist in general not enough projec-
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tive discrete G-modules, but there are enough injectives. Consequently we

choose the process of taking a completion with respect to injective modules,

an I-completion, described by Nucinkis in [15]. In a first step we define a

continuous Ext-bifunctor analogous to the discrete case. By /-completing the

contravariant functor Ext* ( , B), B a discrete G-module, we get another

bifunctor denoted by Ext *

( , ). The covariant/-complete cohomological
functor Ext *

(Z, ) on the category of discrete G-modules, Z being a trivial

discrete G-module, we will call the I-completed continuous cohomology of

the profinite group G. Immediately afterwards we show, that for any profinite

group G with finite virtual cohomological dimension /-completed continuous

cohomology coincides with profinite Farrell cohomology on the subcategory
of torsion discrete G-modules. Fundamental for this proof is the following

fact, which reminds of the discrete case: If there is an integer j such that the

continuous Ext-groups Ext" (/, ) vanish for injective modules / from di¬

mensions j onwards, then the continuous cohomology and the /-completed
continuous cohomology coincide from that point on. Such a finite integer j
exists if G has finite virtual cohomological dimension. Moreover then contin¬

uous cohomology is equivalent to profinite Farrell cohomology in sufficiently

high dimensions. Another tool in the proof are complete injective resolutions

of discrete G-modules, which always exist when G has finite virtual cohomo¬

logical dimension.

For a discrete group G there is besides /"-completeness another prop¬

erty which distinguishes complete cohomology from ordinary cohomology:
G has finite cohomological dimension if and only if its complete cohomol¬

ogy vanishes. In Chapter 4 we give a profinite analogue for the /-completed

Ext-groups. In order to show this we define profinite versions of the Benson-

Carlson groups, which deliver a link between the vanishing of the Ext-groups
and finite injective dimensions of discrete G-modules.

The aim of Chapter 5 is to prove a profinite version of a theorem ofBrown

([2], Corollary X.7.4). A statement for profinite Farrell cohomology is given

by Scheiderer ([18], Theorem 8.2). We choose a similar starting point: We

consider maps of cohomological functors induced by the inclusion of a torsion

discrete G-module M into the set of continuous maps AG -> M, where AG

denotes the set of all closed non-trivial elementary abelian /»-subgroups of G,

on which a special topological structure is defined. In order to define the space

AG and to study the induced maps for complete continuous cohomology we

require G to have finite virtual cohomological dimension. If the module M

is /»-torsion, then the condition of G containing no closed elementary abelian
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/»-subgroups of rank > 2 is sufficient for these maps to be isomorphisms. The

proof involves the use of the following proposition, which is well-known in

the discrete case: Let G be a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological
dimension and let M be a discrete G-module. If the continuous cohomology

groups H" (H, M) are zero for all finite subgroups H of G from a dimension

n0 onwards, then also the groups H" (G, M) vanish for sufficiently large n. By

adapting the discrete case (cf. [22], proof of Theorem 9.2) we examine certain

tensor induced resolutions to show the above.

In the course of this thesis the hypothesis of G having finite virtual coho¬

mological dimension occurs several times. Chapter 6 is basically a summary

of conditions given in [4], [24] and [13], which are sufficient for a profinite

group to have finite virtual cohomological dimension. An explicit example is

given through the general linear group over the ring of /?-adic integers.



Chapter 1

Continuous cohomology

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to define profinite groups and their

continuous cohomology in the sense of [20]. Some facts about coinduced

modules, spectral sequences, cohomological dimension and injective coreso-

lutions will be mentioned. As an example we will give the computation of the

continuous cohomology of the additive group of profinite integers.

1.1 Profinite groups

This section consists of a list of definitions and facts concerning profinite

groups. Omitted proofs can be found in [10], [4] (topological details), [21]
and [12] (details about section, index and Sylow subgroups).

Definition 1.1.1. A topological group G is called a profinite group, if it is a

projective limit of finite groups, each finite group equipped with the discrete

topology.

We recall briefly what the concept of a projective or inverse limit of

groups is and then examine the topological data in our special limit:

• A directed set is a non-empty partially ordered set (A, <) with the prop¬

erty that for every 1,/ieA there exists v e A with v > À and v > \x.

5



6 Chapter 1. Continuous cohomology

• Aprojective system of groups over a directed set A is a family of groups

(Gx)xeA with homomorphisms (p^ : Gx -> G> whenever k > /jl, satis¬

fying cj){ = IdG„ (j)'Ul = 4>v for A > ^ > v.

• The projective limit WmxeAGx of such a projective system of groups is

the subgroup of the product YixeA Gk consisting of all elements (gx)
such that (p^(gx) = gfi for X > \±.

If the groups Gx are finite discrete groups, we give f] Gx the product topol¬

ogy. hmGx is a closed subgroup, so in this way it becomes a topological

group with the induced topology. In particular profinite groups are compact

and totally disconnected.

Examples.

1) A discrete group is profinite if and only if it is finite.

2) Let K ç L be a Galois extension of commutative fields. The Galois

group GdX{L/K) is a profinite group, since it is the projective limit of the

finite Galois groups GdXiLJK), where K ç Lx are finite Galois extensions

which are contained in K ç L. Conversely, for each profinite group G one can

construct a Galois extension K ç L of commutative fields such that its Galois

group GdX{L/K) is isomorphic to G. This is proved in [23] by generalizing a

construction of Artin.

3) Let M be an abelian torsion group. Then one has M = |J Mx, where Mx

runs through the finite subgroups of M. The Pontryagin dual Hom(M, Q/Z)
ofM is the projective limit of the finite groups Hom(M,, Q/Z), where M, is

a finite subgroup ofM. Thus it is a profinite group.

4) If p is a prime, then the rings Z/pwZ, n e

NformaprojectivesystemwithrespecttothecanonicalprojectionsZ/pnZ-»Z/pmZ,n>m.TheprojectivelimitlimZ/pwZistheringof/?-adicintegersZp.5)Manyexamplesariseasprofinitecompletionsofabstractgroups:LetGbeadiscretegroupandAafamilyofnormalsubgroupsUoffinitein¬dexinGdirectedbyreverseinclusion.Thefamilyofquotients{G/U)ueAformsaprojectivesystemoffinitediscretegroups,whoseprojectivelimitGA:=hmjjeAG/Uisaprofinitegroup.ThenthenaturalmapG—>-GA,inducedbytheuniversalpropertyofprojectivelimitshaskernelequaltoPlt/eAU='K,anditembedsG/KasadensesubgroupinGa-ThegroupGaiscalledaprofinitecompletionofG.IfthefamilyAconsistsofallthenormalsubgroupsoffiniteindexinG,thenGA=:GiscalledtheprofinitecompletionofGortheprofinitegroupassoci¬atedtoG.ForexampletheprofinitegroupassociatedtoZ,i.e.Z=

HmZ/wZ
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is the additive group of the Prüfer ring: Considering for each natural num¬

ber n the prime decomposition n = \\ pVp we have a canonical isomorphism

Z/«Z = ]~[ Z//AZ, and passing to projective limits we obtain Z = WLp,
where the product is taken over all primes p.

A profinite group is compact and totally disconnected. On the other hand,
in any compact totally disconnected group G the open normal subgroups form

a base of open neighbourhoods of the identity. Therefore G can be written as

the projective limit of the finite quotients G/U, where U is an open normal

subgroup of G. So in fact one has:

profinite groups
= compact totally disconnected groups.

The next proposition is a list of some elementary consequences of the defini¬

tion of profinite groups.

Proposition 1.1.2. Let G be aprofinite group.

(1) Every open subgroup ofG is closed, hasfinite index in G, and contains

an open normal subgroup o/G.

(2) Thefamily ofall open (normal) subgroups ofG intersects in {e}.

(3) A closed subgroup H ofG with the induced topology is aprofinite group
and the homogeneous space G/H is compact and totally disconnected.

The natural map G -» G/H is open and closed.

Profinite groups form a category, the morphisms being the continuous

homomorphisms. It is stable under taking quotients and it is also clear, that a

projective limit, in particular a direct product of profinite groups is a profinite

group.

One has the notion of index for a closed subgroup in a profinite group: A

supernaturalnumber is a formal product \\ Pnp', taken over all prime numbers

p, the exponents np being integers > 0 or oo. One multiplies such products

by adding the exponents, and they are ordered by divisibility in the obvious

manner.

Definition 1.1.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of a profinite group G. The

index (G : H ) of H in G is the supernatural number given by
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(G:H) : = l.c.m. | G/U : H/H n U\, where U runs over the

set of open normal subgroups of G

= l.c.m. | G : U |, where U runs over the set of open

subgroups of G containing H.

The order \G\ of a profinite group G is defined by \G\ = (G : {e}).

Some properties of the index of closed subgroups in profinite groups are

given in the following proposition.

Proposition 1.1.4. Let K and H be closed subgroups ofa profinite group G

such that K ç H. Then

(1) (G:K) = (G:H)(H:K);

(2) H is open ifand only if (G : H) is a natural number, i.e. H is open if
and only ifit hasfinite index in G. Then (G : H) = \G : H\.

At last some words about Sylow theory of profinite groups. Again, proofs
and more details can for example be found in [21]. Henceforth p stands for

an arbitrary, but fixed prime.

Definition 1.1.5. A profinite group G is called apro-p-group if it is a projec¬
tive limit of/»-groups. A closed subgroup H of a profinite group G is called a

p-Sylow subgroup of G if it is a pro-p-group and if ( G : H ) is prime to p.

It is obvious, that in a pro-p-group every open normal subgroup has index

equal to some power of p. Thus a profinite group G is a pro-p-group if its

order is a /»-power, i.e. \G | = p"p with 0 < np < oo. A pro-p-group H is a

/»-Sylow subgroup of G, if and only if ( G : H ) = Y\ cflq with np = 0.

Proposition 1.1.6. Let G be a profinite group and let p be a prime. Then

G possesses p-Sylow subgroups. Every closedpro-p-subgroup of G is con¬

tained in a p-Sylow subgroup ofG and any two p-Sylow subgroups ofG are

conjugate in G.

1.2 Continuous cohomology

From now on G denotes a profinite group. There are three ways to consider

continuous cohomology: as the cohomology of the standard complex, as the
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limit of ordinary cohomology groups of finite groups, and as a right derived

functor. To define continuous cohomology, in any case we have to introduce

the notion of a discrete G-module as this is done in [20].

Definition 1.2.1. A discrete abelian group A with an action of G is said to be

a discrete G-module if the following equivalent conditions hold:

(1) G acts continuously on A;

(2) The stabilizer Ga := {g e G \ ga = a} of each a in A is open in G;

(3) A = [J Au = \\rs\Au where U runs over all open subgroups of G and

Au = {a e A | ga = a for all g e U).

In (3) the direct limit could also be taken over all open normal subgroups U

of G since these form a base of open neighbourhoods of e in G.

The discrete G-modules form an abelian category denoted by Co, the

morphisms being homomorphisms of G-modules.

1.2.1 The standard complex

One can define continuous cohomology by means of the standard complex.
For a discrete G-module A and n > 0 we denote by C"(G, A) the set of all

continuous maps from Gn = G x • • • x G with product topology to A, where

G° means the trivial group. Under pointwise operations C"(G, A) forms an

abelian group and obviously C"(G, ) is a functor from Co to the category

of abelian groups.

Proposition 1.2.2. Thefunctor C"(G, ) is exactfor all n > 0.

1 n

Proof Let A ^ A -» A be a short exact sequence in Co- It follows

immediately that

0 — Cnc{G, A') -^ Cnc{G, A) A- Cnc{G, A")

is exact. Surjectivity of 7T* is due to the fact that the modules A, A" have

discrete topology and that every continuous map f" : Gn —>- A" can therefore

be lifted to a continuous map f:Gn^-A. Indeed, choose for every element

a" in A" an element a m A such that 7t(a) = a". For x e Gn define f(x) to

be the element in A which maps to fix) under it. The inverse image f~l{a)
for each a in A is open, since f~l (a) = f"~ {a"). Thus / is continuous. D
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We define the coboundary map S : C" (G, A) -> C"+ (G, A) by the usual

formula:

(Sf)(g\, -.., gn+l) = gl f(g2, -.., gn+l)
n

+ J](-i)'/(^i. • • • > aa+i, • • • > gn+i)
1=1

+ (-\)n+lf(gi,...,gn).

One thus obtains a cochain complex C*(G, A), the standard complex, whose

cohomology groups H"(G, A) are called the continuous cohomology groups

of G with coefficients in A. It is easy to see, that in dimension zero we have

H®(G, A) = AG and that in the case of G being a finite group, H"(G, A)
are the ordinary cohomology groups Hn(G, ) of a finite group. If we set

H?(G, ) = 0 for n < 0 then H*(G, ) = {H?(G, ) | « e Z} is a co-

variant cohomological functor on Co to the category of abelian groups. That

means, for each short exact sequence A ^-> A -» A" in Cq there exist natural

connecting homomorphisms H"(G, A") -> H"+1(G, A') for« e Z, such

that the long sequence

> Hnc(G, A') -> Hnc(G, A) -> Hnc(G, A") -> H?+l(G, A') ->

is exact (cf. Definition 1.2.7).

1.2.2 Continuous cohomology as a limit

Let G, G' be profinite groups and let A e Co, A' e Cqi be discrete modules.

We say the continuous group homomorphisms (p ' G' -> G, \jr : A -> A are

compatible if gf(\j/(a)) = \j/((p(gf)a) for every g' e G' and a e A. Such a

compatible pair of homomorphisms induces a cochain map

Cc"(0, f):C»(G, A) — CCW(G', ^')

/ I—> if/ O f O ((p X
...

x (p)

and by passing to cohomology we get homomorphisms

H*{<f>, V0 : #*(G, A) — #C*(G', ^)-

Examples. Let // be a closed subgroup of the profinite group G and let A be

a discrete G-module.
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1) Given the compatible pair of homomorphisms H ^-> G and A-^+A one

obtains restriction homomorphisms res: H*(G, A) -> H*(H, A).

2) If H is normal in G, then the compatible maps G -» G/H, AH ^-> A

induce inflation homomorphisms inf: H*{G/H, AH) -> H*{G, A).

Let A be a directed set. Let (Gx, (pyj be a projective system of profi-
nite groups and let (Ax, \j/^) be a direct system of discrete Gx-modules over

the same directed set A. Suppose that for all À > \x the homomorphisms

(py^ : Gx -> Gß, \Jf£ : AjX -> Ax are compatible. Let G be the projective
limit limGx and A the direct limit lim^x. Then there exists a unique con¬

tinuous action of G on A such that for every À the maps 4>x'- G -> Gx,

i/o, : Ax -> ^4 are compatible. The G-action is given as follows: For every

element a m A there exists a À with fx(ax) = a for some element ax in ^.

Define g a := fk(<f>k(g)ak) for g in G.

For À > /x introducing the notation x^ = C"(0^, i/^), ox = C"((px, fx) one

gets the commutative diagram

C"(G,A)limCcw(Gx, Ax) ^— Cn(Gx, Ak)

Cnc(Gß,Aß)

where e is induced by the universal property of direct limits. Since coho¬

mology commutes with direct limits this yields for each n > 0 a canonical

homomorphism

ë: limxeA#cw(Gx, Ak) — H?(G, A).

Proposition 1.2.3. Given a projective system for a projective group G and a

direct system for a discrete G-module A described as above, then the homo¬

morphism ë is an isomorphism.

Proof. For the statement about cohomology all one needs to prove is that e is

an isomorphism for each n > 0. To show injectivity of e let / be an element

in limC"(Gx, Ax) with e(f) = 0. There exists a À in the directed set A such

that xx(fx) = f for some element fx e Cnc{Gx, Ax). So

0 = e(f) = e(xx(fx)) = ex(fx) = fx ° fx ° (<K x
• • •

x &)•
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Because of G compact and Ax discrete, the image of fx o (cpx x
...

x cpx)
in Ax is finite. By choosing k large enough we may arrange to have already

fx ° (4>x x
...

x (px) = 0. The same holds for all indices larger than k.

Therefore we have xx(fx) = / = 0. To prove surjectivity of e, notice that

the image of an element h e C"(G, A) in A is finite, so there exists a À in the

directed set A for which 6x(hx) = h for somehx e C"(Gx, Ax). One obtains

e(xx(hx)) = 6x(hx)=h. D

Corollary 1.2.4. IfG is aprofinite group and A is a discrete G-module then

Hnc{G, A) = limHn(G/U, Au) for all n > 0

where U runs over all open normal subgroups ofG.

Notice, the direct limit on the right involves only ordinary cohomology

groups Hn (G/ U, Au) of finite discrete groups, which are known to be torsion

groups for all n > 0. Thus the continuous cohomology groups on the left are

also torsion for n > 0 and we can write

H?(G,A)= 0 Hnc{G,A;p) for all «>0

p pnme

where H"(G, A; p) denotes the /»-primary component of H"(G, A).

Corollary 1.2.5. Let G be aprofinite group and let A be a discrete G-module.

Then

Hnc(G, A) = lim Hnc(G, B) for all n > 0

where B runs over the set offinitely generated submodules ofA.

Lemma 1.2.6. A discrete G-module isfinitely generatedas a G-module ifand

only ifit isfinitely generated as an abelian group.

Proof. Let A e Co be finitely generated as a G-module. Because of Defini¬

tion 1.2.1 there exists an open normal subgroup UofG such that all generators

are contained in Au. Then A = Au is finitely generated as a G/£/-module

(notice
thatG/Uisafinitegroup),soitisfinitelygeneratedasanabeliangroup.Theoppositedirectionisobvious.DThusthecohomologygroupsH"(G,A)aredirectlimitsofordinaryco¬homologygroupsoffinitediscretegroupswithcoefficientsfinitelygeneratedmodulesoverZ.
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1.2.3 Continuous cohomology as a derived functor

Let B be an ordinary G-module (the G-action not necessarily continuous). Set

Bo = U Bu,tne union being taken over all open normal subgroups U of G.

Then the discrete G-module B0 is a G-submodule of B. Notice, B is a discrete

G-module if and only if B = B0. For a discrete G-module A the image of a

G-homomorphism from A to 5 is automatically contained in B0, because it

maps Au to Bu. Thus we have

HomG(^, B) = HomG(^, B0) for all modules A e Cq.

So B0 is injective in Co if B is injective as an ordinary G-module. Therefore

every discrete G-module can be embedded in an injective discrete G-module,
that means the category Co possesses enough injectives. This gives us the

possibility to define the right derived functor R*(( )G) of the functor ( )G in

CG, i.e. Rn{{ )G){A) = Hn((I*)G), n > 0, where A ~ /* is an injective
coresolution of A in Cq. When we set Rn(( )G) = 0 for all n < 0 then

R*{{ )G) = {Rn(( )G) | n e Z} is a covariant cohomological functor on Co

with

R°(( f))(A)=AG = H?(G,A).

Our goal is to show equality of R*(( )G) and H* (G, ). For the reason that

Rn(( )G)(I) = 0 for n > 0 and / any injective discrete G-module the right
derived functor is somehow unique. To describe this uniqueness we introduce

the following according to [3] and [8]. Let 2tb be the category of abelian

groups.

Definition 1.2.7. Let U* = {Un : 21 - 2lb | n e Z} be a family of covariant

functors on an abelian category 21.

(1) U* is called a connected sequence if for each short exact sequence

A' ~ A -» A"

in 21 there exist for every n e Z natural connecting homomorphisms
S : Un (A") -> Un+l (A') such that in the long sequence

> If-1 (A") X Un(Ä) -+ If (A) -+ Un(A") X

the composition of any two consecutive homomorphisms is zero.

(2) A connected sequence U* is a cohomological functor, if the long se¬

quence associated to each
shortexactsequenceis

exact.
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(3) A cohomological functor U* with Un = 0 for n < 0 is said to be ef-

faceable if for each object A e 21 and n > 0 there exists a monomor-

phism ofA into some object £„ (A) e 21, functorially associated to A, say

tw: ^ ^ En(A), such that the induced map tw* : £/w(,4) -> Un(En(A))
is zero.

Remark. It is clear how one would define connected sequence and cohomo¬

logicalfunctor in case £/* being a contravariant functor.

Theorem 1.2.8. Suppose given two cohomologicalfunctors U*, V* on 21 such

that U* is effaceable. Then any natural map v° : iß -> F° extends uniquely
to a map v : U* -> J7*. Inparticular ifboth, U* and V* are effaceable and if
v° : f/° —>- F° /5 a« isomorphism, then U* is isomorphic to V* by a uniquely
determined isomorphism.

Proof, cf. [8], p. 141. D

If 21 has enough injectives, a cohomological functor U* with Un = 0

for n < 0 and £/"(/) = 0 for n > 0 and I e 01 injective is effaceable. So

for example i?*(( )G) is an effaceable functor on Cg, which is isomorphic
to H®(G, ) in dimension zero. Thus our goal is to show, that H*{G, ) is

effaceable.

Lemma 1.2.9. Let U be an open normalsubgroup ofG andlet A be a discrete

G-module. IfA is injective in Cq then Au is injective in Cq/u-

Proof. Any module B e Cg/u can be considered as an object in Co- The

image of a G-homomorphism from B to A is automatically contained in Au.

Thus ftomG{B, A) = UomG/u(B, Au) for all B e Cg/u-

Proposition 1.2.10. H*(G, ) is effaceable. More exactly, for any injective
discrete

G-module

I and n > 0 the
cohomology groups H"(G, I)

are zero.
Inparticular,H*(G,)istherightderivedfunctorofA\->AGinCq-Proof.ByCorollary1.2.4wehaveHnc{G,I)=\imHn(G/U,Iu)thelimittakenoverallopennormalsubgroupsUofG.SincethemodulesIuareinjectiveG/^/-modules,thecohomologygroupsontherightarezeroforalln>0.D
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1.3 Complements

The aim of this section is to give a summary of different properties of con¬

tinuous cohomology, which will be used later. Again, omitted proofs can be

found in [20], [21] or [12].

1.3.1 Induced and coinduced modules

Let H be a closed subgroup of G. For a discrete //-module A let Coind %{A)
be the abelian group of all continuous maps / from G to A satisfying the

relation f{hg) = hf(g) for h e H, g e G. Define a continuous action of G

on Coind %{A) by {g' f)(g) := f{gg>) for g and g< e G.

Proposition 1.3.1. Thefunctor Coind^ : Cjj -> Cg is right adjoint to thefor¬

getfulfunctor Cq -> Ch, is. for any discrete G-module A and any discrete

H-module B there is an isomorphism

&:HomH(A, B) -=+ HomG(^, Coind %{B))

natural in A and B. Moreover Coind^ is exact and it maps injective modules

to injective modules.

Proof. Let vb ' Coind %{B) -> B be the canonical //-module map denned

by Vßif) = f{e) for / e Coind%{B). The isomorphism S and its inverse can

explicitly given by

8(<P)(a)(g) = tigà)

8-l(f)(a) = vB(f(a))

for (p e HomH(A, B), ^ e YLomG(A, Coind%{B)), a e A, g e G. In par¬

ticular one has the following universal property: For every //-homomorphism

(p: A —>- B there exists a unique G-homomorphism \jr : A —>- Coind %{B)
such that (p = vb o \j/.

3! f / vB

Coind %{B)

Left exactness of Coind^ is due to the fact that it is a right adjoint. Right
exactness can be shown in the same way as this is done for C"(G, ) in the
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proof of Proposition 1.2.2. To prove that Coind^ maps injective modules to

injective modules one has only to notice that Hom//( , B) is an exact functor

on Co if B is an injective discrete //-module. D

Proposition 1.3.2. Let U be an open subgroup of G. Then coinduced mod¬

ules are equal to induced modules. Which means more precisely, the functor

Coindy( ): Cjj -> Co is left adjoint to the forgetfulfunctor Cq -> Cjj,

i.e. for any discrete U-module A and any discrete G-module B there is an

isomorphism

8: Homu(A, B) -=> HomG(Coind^(^), B)

natural in A and B.

Proof. Let \xa ' A -> Coindy(^4) be the canonical ^/-module map denned

by ßA{a){g) = ga îor a e A if g e U and otherwise zero. ßAia) is con¬

tinuous since the operation of U on A is continuous and G \ U is open. The

isomorphism S and its inverse can explicitly given by

8(<PKf) = E*eG/t/*~V(/(*))
8-l(f)(a) = fiiiA(a))

for (p e Hom^^f, B), f e HomG(Coindg(^), B), f e Coindg(^), a e A.

In particular one has the following universal property: For every homomor-

phism (p: A -> B of ^/-modules there exists a unique G-homomorphism

ir : Coindy(y4) -> B such that (p = if ° ßA-

ßA \ 3! t

Coind^(^)

D

For any discrete G-module A we have an injective G-homomorphism
ca'-A^rCoind^(y4)dennedbytheformulae^(a)(g)=gaforaeAandgeG.ThisyieldsasecondwaytoshowthattheabeliancategoryCopossessesenoughinjectives:AnydiscreteG-moduleAcanbeembeddedintoadivisibleabeliangroupQ.ConsideringforHthetrivialclosedsubgroupofG,wegetamonomorphismasdesiredbythecompositionA-VCoindf,(^)—Coindfg}(ö)
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since Coind^, is exact and maps divisible abelian groups to injective discrete

G-modules.

Proposition 1.3.3 (Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma). For every closed subgroup
H ofG and every discrete H-module A the map

sh: H?(G, Coinage)) — H?(H, A)

induced by the compatible maps H ^-> G and va ' Coind ^(^4) -> A with

va{J) = f(e) is an isomorphismfor every n > 0.

Proof Taking into account that H*{G, ) is an effaceable cohomological
functor on Cq and that Coind^ is an exact functor on Ch we get a coho¬

mological functor H*{G, Coind ^( )) on Ch- Because Coind^ maps injec¬
tive modules to injective modules it is effaceable. Further H®{G, Coind %{A))
is isomorphic to H®{H, A) for each module A e Co, actually Coind%{A)G
is isomorphic to AH, the isomorphism given by / i-> f(e) for an element

/ e Coind %(A)G. Thus we have two effaceable cohomological functors on

Ch which coincide in dimension zero (cf. Theorem 1.2.8). D

Corollary 1.3.4. H"(G,Comd?ej(A)) = 0 for n > 0 andfor every abelian

group A.

1.3.2 Restriction and corestriction

Let H be a closed subgroup of G and let A be a discrete G-module. The re¬

striction homomorphism res: H*(G, A) -> H*(H, A) induced by the com¬

patible pair of maps H >-^> G, A-^A can be recovered as

res: H*(G, A) ^ H*(G, ComdGH(A)) -^> H*(H, A)

where ca* is induced by the monomorphism a ' A ^-> Coind %{A). This is

due to the fact that these maps of effaceable cohomological functors coincide

in dimension zero. Now for an open subgroup U of G we define the corestric¬

tion homomorphism cor: H*{U, A) -> H*{G, A) by a similar composition

cor: H*(U, A) S^-l H*(G, CoindG(A)) ^ H*(G, A)

where tîa* is induced by the epimorphism ita ' Coind G(A) -» A denned by

rtA(f) = llxeG/u xf(x~1)^ x ranging over a transversal for U in G.
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Proposition 1.3.5. Let U be an open subgroup of the profinite group G. For

every discrete G-module A the composition cor o res is equal to the multipli¬
cation by the index \G : U\ on H"(G, A) for n > 0.

Proof. In dimension zero cor o res is given by the composite of the inclusion

A° ^ Au and the map

Au — Coind£(,4)G — AG

tf1— fa ^^HxeG/UXfa(x~l)

with faig) '= ga for g e G. Thus corores(a) = ^xx~la = \G : U\a.

Again we have two maps of effaceable cohomological functors which agree

in dimension zero. D

Lemma 1.3.6. Let H be a closed subgroup of the profinite group G and let

A be a discrete G-module. Suppose that the index ofH in G is prime to a

prime p. Then the restriction homomorphisms on the p-primary components

res: H"(G, A; p) -> H"(H, A; p) are monomorphismsfor n > 0. Conse¬

quently ifG is apro-p-group then H"(G, A) = H"(G, A; p)for alln > 0.

Proof. By Proposition 1.2.3 we have H"(H, A; p) = limH"(U, A; p) where

U runs through the set of all open subgroups of G containing H. Therefore

we may assume that H is an open subgroup, hence corestriction is denned.

Let x be an element of H"(G, A; p) killed by cor o res
,
i.e. by multiplication

with | G : H \. As | G : H \ is primetop,xhastobezero.Thustherestrictionisinjective.InthecaseGbeingapro-p-grouptheg-SylowsubgroupGqforeachprimeq^zpistrivial.Sincetherestrictionmapsonthe^-primarycomponentsres:H"(G,A;q)—>-H"(Gq,A;q)areinjectiveforn>0,thedecomposi¬tionH"(G,A)=0meH"(G,A;q)willreducetothesinglecomponentH?(G,A;p)îovn>0.D1.3.3SpectralsequencesLetNbeaclosednormalsubgroupofaprofinitegroupG.ForeverydiscreteG-moduleAthecohomologygroupsH"(N,A)canbeconsideredasdiscreteG/iV-modules.TheactionofG/NonH"(N,A)isgivenasfollows:Rep¬resentxeH"(N,A)byacocycle/,andgeG/NbygeG.Definefor
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elements h\,... ,hn e N

(g f)(h\, ...,hn):= gf(g~lhxg,..., g~lhng).

g f is a cocycle, whose class is independent of the choices of/ and g repre¬

senting x and g respectively. N acts trivially on the cohomology classes and

the induced G/W-action is continuous. Now consider the left exact func¬

tors ( )jV: Co -> Cg/n, ( )G^N ' Cg/n — 21b and their composition

(( )jV)g/jV = ( )G. Since the functor ( )N transforms injective modules

into injective modules one obtains by [16] the spectral sequence of the com¬

posite of derived functors, the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence:

HCP(G/N, Hf{N, A)) ^ HP+HG, A).

In low dimensions this yields the Five Term Exact Sequence:

0 — H}(G/N, An) -^ H}(G, A)

^ H}(N, Af'N -^ H^G/N, AN) ^> H?(G, A).

Moreover, if Hc (N, A) = 0 for i = 1,...,«— 1, n > 1, we have by induction

an exact sequence

0 — H?(G/N, AN) -^> Hnc(G, A)

-^ H?(N, A)G/N -^> H?+l(G/N, AN) -^ H?+l(G, A).

1.3.4 Cohomological dimension

For a discrete G-module A and an integer m > 0 let Am be the submodule

of A consisting of all elements annihilated by m. Write Ator = LL>o Am

for the submodule of all torsion elements in A and Apœ = (Jw>1 ^4^« for the

submodule of/»-primary elements, /? being a prime.
WedenotebyCc,tortheabeliansubcategoryofCqwhoseobjectsaretorsiondiscreteG-modules,i.e.AinCqwithA=Ator.SimilarlyletCg,pbethesubcategoryofallAinCqsuchthatA=^oo.Definition1.3.7.Letn>0beaninteger.WesaycdG<n\îHrc{G,A)=0forr>nand^eCG,ror,cd^,G<nifHrc{G,A;p)=0forr>nand^4eCc,tor-
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The infimum of all integers n satisfying the condition cd G < n one calls the

cohomological dimension of G, abbreviated cdG. Of course, if there exists

no such integer n, then we set cd G = oc. Analogously one defines the p-co-

homological dimension cd^ G of G.

Since cohomological groups H"(G, A) are torsion for n > 0 we obvi¬

ously get cd G = sup cd^, G, the supremum taken over all prime numbers p.

Let A be a torsion discrete G-module and let A = 0 me Ap be its

canonical decomposition into /»-primary components. Then we can identify
the /»-primary component of H"(G, A) with H"(G, Apco) for n > 0. Indeed

one has

H?(G,A;p) = ®qvnmeH?(G,Aq^P)
H?(G,Apoo) = ®qvameH?(G,Ap°°;q)

for n > 0. Multiplication by p on Aqœ is an isomorphism for all p ^ q, hence

H"(G, Aqco; p) = 0 for all p ^ q, what directly implies for the /»-primary

components that H"(G, A; p) = H"(G, Apco; p). The same argument shows

H?(G, Apoo; q) = 0 for all q + p, i.e. H?(G, Ap<*>) = Hnc{G, Ap<*>; p).

Finally we have:

cdpG <n if Hrc{G, A) = 0 forr > n and A e Cq,p-

Proposition 1.3.8. In Definition 1.3.7 r > n can be replaced by r = n + 1.

Proof. Let
r>0.OnehastoshowthatifHrc(G,)vanishesonCo,tororCo,pthensodoesH£+1(G,).ForadiscreteG-moduleAconsidertheshortexactsequence0—>A^4Coindfe)(^)—>cokere^—>0.(*)WeclaimthatthisisashortexactsequenceinCo,tororCg,pifAisanobjectinCo,tororCq,prespectively.MoregenerallyletHbeanyclosedsubgroupofG.Takingintoaccountthateverycontinuousmap/:G—>-A,inparticulareveryelement/eCoind^(^4),hasafiniteimageinAonecanshowthefollowingLemma.Lemma1.3.9.LetHbeaclosedsubgroupofG.IfAisanobjectofCu,tororCh,pthenthecoinducedmoduleCoind%{A)isanelementofCc,tororCq,prespectively.
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Applying the long exact sequence of continuous cohomology to (*) and using

Corollary 1.3.4 one obtains the desired statement above. D

Lemma 1.3.10. cd^ G < n ifandonlyifH"+i(G, E) = 0for allfinite simple
G-modules E ofp-power order.

Proof. We only have to show the if-part: If H"+1 (G, E) = 0 for all finite

simple G-modules E of/»-power order, then H"+x (G, A) = 0 for all modules

A e Cg,p- Given a discrete G-module A e Cg,p, we can write A = iimA,,

where the modules A, all are finite of/»-power order. The cohomology com¬

mutes with direct limits, thus we may assume A to be a finite G-module of

/»-power order. For such a module there exists a composition series

A > A\ > Ai > > Am = {0}

whose factors are finite simple G-modules of /»-power order. Induction on

the length of the composition series and the long exact cohomology sequence

imply that if H"+1(G, E) = 0 for all finite simple G-modules E of/»-power

order, then H?+1 (G, A) = 0. D

For later use we will take a short look at the cohomological dimension of

a pro-/»-group. In this special case there are only few finite simple modules of

/»-power order:

Lemma 1.3.11. If G is a pro-p-group, then the onlyfinite simple G-module

ofp-power order is Z//»Z with trivial action.

Proof. On a finite simple G-module E of/»-power order we define the follow¬

ing equivalence relation: x, y e E, x is equivalent to y if there exists a g e G

with gx = y. The cardinality of the equivalence class of some element x e E

is exactly | G : Gx |, where Gx denotes the stabilizer of x in G. Thus

\E\ = \E°\+ J2 'G:G^
classes with more

than one element

If x lies in a class with more than one element, then | G : Ux \ is some power

of/» and is greater
than1.Consequently,as/»divides\E\,wededucethat\EG|>1.EGisasubmoduleofthesimplemoduleE,thereforeEG=E.WehaveprovedthatEhastrivialG-action,thusEisafinitesimpleabeliangroupof/»-powerorder,thatisE=Z//»Z.

D
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Moreover, if G is a pro-p-group, then one has by Lemma 1.3.6 for all

discrete G-modules A and all n that H?+l(G, A) = H?+l(G, A; p). Thus

cd G < n if and only if cd^, G < n and we get:

Corollary 1.3.12. Let G be a pro-p-group. The G hasfinite cohomological
dimension cd G < n ifand only ifH"+l (G, Z//?Z) = 0.

According to [20], cohomological dimension is denned via torsion mod¬

ules. If we admit arbitrary discrete G-modules we get the notion of strict

cohomological dimension.

Definition 1.3.13. Let n > 0 be an integer. We say

scdG < n \îHrc(G, A) = 0 forr > n and A e CG,

scd^, G < n if Hrc(G, A; p) = 0 for r > n and A e Cq.

Guided by Definition 1.3.7 one defines the strict cohomological dimension

and the strict p-cohomological dimension of a profinite group G, denoted by
scd G and scd^, G respectively.

Again one has scd G = sup scd^, G, where the supremum is taken over

all primes p.

Proposition 1.3.14. For everyprime number p we have

càp G < scdp G < cdp G + 1

cd G < scd G < cd G + 1

In particular cohomological dimension and strict cohomological dimension

are simultaneouslyfinite or infinite.

Proof. Obviously cd^, G < scd^, G. For the second inequality consider for a

discrete G-module A the short exact sequences

0 —> Ap —> A —> pA —> 0

0 —> pA —> A —> A/pA —> 0

ßoa being multiplication by p on A, and the corresponding cohomology exact

sequences

—> h:+2(g, ap) — h:+2(g, a) ^> h:+2(g, pa) —...

> Hrc+\G, A/pA) — Hrc+2(G, pA) ^> Hrc+2(G, A) -^
.
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Assume r > cdpG. By definition we have H^+2(G, Ap) = 0 and also

Hç+l{G, A/pA) = 0, thus a* and ß* are injective, likewise its composition,
i.e. multiplication by p on Hrc+1(G, A) is a monomorphism. It follows that

Hç+2(G, A; p) = 0 for r > cdp G and any discrete G-module A, as aspired.

Passing to the supremum over all primes p one gets the same inequalities

omitting the subscript/». D

Proposition 1.3.15. Let H be a closed subgroup ofG. Then

cdp H < cdp G

scdp H < scdp G

and equality holds in thefollowing cases:

(1) (G : H) is prime to p;

(2) H is an open subgroup ofG and cdp G < oo.

Proof Because of the Shapiro isomorphism

H?(G, Comd%( )) = H?(H, )

and the fact that the coinduced module of a torsion module is torsion, we

clearly get the inequalities. For proving equality we consider only zdp, since

there exist analogous arguments for scd^p. In the first case the restriction homo-

morphism on the /»-primary components res: H"(G, A; p) —>- H"(H, A; p)
is a monomorphism for all n > 0 and A e Co,tor by Lemma 1.3.6. If

n > cdp H the group on the right is trivial and thus inequality in the op¬

posite direction holds. In the second case choose a torsion G-module A such

that H"(G, A; p) ^ 0 for n = cdp G. Consider the short exact sequence

0 —> ktXTtA —> Coind^(^) —4 A —> 0

in Cctor, with ita defined as this is done in connection with the corestriction

on page 17. Since H"+1(G, kertta', p) is zero the induced homomorphism

7tA* in cohomology is surjective, likewise corestriction on the /»-primary
com¬ponents,i.e.tta*°sh:H"(H,A;p)—>-H"(G,A;p),isanepimorphism.WededucethatH"(H,A;p)isnonzero,thuswehavecd^H>n=cd^G.DThelastPropositioncanbecompletedbythefollowingtheoremshownbySerrein

[19].
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Theorem 1.3.16. Let U be an open subgroup ofG. IfG is p-torsion-free then

càp U = càp G and scd^, U = scd^, G.

Let U, W be open subgroups of G with finite /»-cohomological dimen¬

sion. Then by Proposition 1.3.15 in fact cd^ U = cdp W. The virtual p-

cohomolo-gical dimension of G, denoted by vcd^ G is the minimum of the

cd^, U with U ranging over all open subgroups of G. Similarly the virtual

cohomological dimension of G, denoted by vcd G is the minimum of the

cdU with U ranging over all open subgroups of G. And again we have

vcd G = sup vcd;, G, the supremum taken over all prime numbers p. So if

G has finite virtual cohomological dimension then cd G is finite if and only if

G is torsion-free.

1.4 Finite injective coresolutions

Our goal in this section is to state a condition for a discrete G-module to have

a finite injective coresolution in Co, in particular to discover connections be¬

tween finite injective coresolutions of discrete G-modules and finite strict co¬

homological dimension of a profinite group G. The next definition simplifies
the notation.

Definition 1.4.1. Let A be a discrete G-module. The injective dimension of

A in Co, denoted by injdimc A, is denned to be the infimum of the set of

integers n such that A admits an injective coresolution

0^ A^ 1° ^ > In - 0

of length n. In particular, we set injdimc A = oo if there does not exist a

finite injective coresolution of A in Co¬

in the discrete case a characterization of injective modules is given by
the use of Ext-groups. Analogously we now define continuous Ext-groups
for a profinite group G: For n > 0 let Ext" (A, ) denote the nth right
derived functor of HomG(A, ) on Cq. That means Ext" (A, B) is the

nth cohomology group of the complex HomG(A, I*) which arises by apply¬

ing HomG(A, ) to an injective coresolution /* of B in Cq. In particular

Ext,l (A, I) is zero if/ is an injective discrete G-module. By the definition

Ext" (A, ) = 0 for all n < 0 the cohomological functor Ext* (A, ) is
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effaceable. In fact Ext* ( , ) defines a bifunctor, in the first variable it is

a contravariant cohomological functor on Cq Obviously by taking the trivial

discrete G-module Z in the first place, one finds continuous cohomology, i.e.

Ext*G(Z, ) = #*(G, ).
In a first step we now will develop a criterion to state injectivity of a discrete

G-module by requiring the first Ext-group to vanish:

Proposition 1.4.2. A discrete G-module I is injective in Co if and only if

tea«Ext,l {A, I) = 0for allfinitely generatedG-modules A e Co-

Proof We only have to prove the if-part. So let / be a discrete G-module with

Extp (A, I) = 0 for all finitely generated discrete G-modules A. We have to

show, that / is injective. More precisely, given two discrete G-modules M, M'

and G-module homomorphisms f' : M -> / and i: M -> M' with i injective,
we have to construct a homomorphism f':M'^I such that f o i = f.

M1—r^M

One may assume M being a submodule of M'. Consider pairs (iV, fN), N a

discrete G-module such thatM ç#çM' and fN : N -> / a homomorphism

extending /, ordered by (N, fN) < (N', fN>) if N ç N' and fN>\N = fN. A

Zorn's Lemma argument yields a maximal pair (W, fw). Our goal is to show

that W = M'. Assume there exists an element w e M' \ W and consider the

inclusion i : W ^ W + (w) and the associated long exact sequence

> Hom(fF + {w}, I) -U- Hom(fF, /) -^- Ext^(coker/, /) — •

By hypothesis Ext£ (coker/,
/)iszero,thusthereexistsahomomorphismg:W+(w)-^Isuchthatgoi=fw.Thisleadstoacontradictiontothemaximalityof(W,fw)Corollary1.4.3.ForadiscreteG-moduleBthefollowingthreeassertionsareequivalent:(1)injdimcB<n.(2)Ext"j~(A,B)=0forallfinitelygenerateddiscreteG-modulesA.(3)Ext£(A,B)=0foralldiscreteG-modulesAandallr>n.
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Proof The conclusion (1) =>• (3) can be deduced from the definition of the

Ext-groups Ext* {A, ) as a right derived functor, and (3) =>• (2) is trivial.

For the missing part consider some injective coresolution of B

in Cq with kernels Ck := ker(/fc -> 7fc+1) for k > 0. By dimension shifting
we have 0 = Extjg"1^, 5) = Ext ^(,4, Cn) for all finitely generated mod¬

ules discrete G-modules A. So as a consequence of Proposition 1.4.2 above,

0 ^ B -> 1° -> > In~l -> Cn -> 0

is an injective coresolution of B of length n. D

Finite strict cohomological dimension of a group requires that certain co¬

homology groups vanish, on the other hand finite injective dimension of a

module requires that certain Ext-groups are zero. To connect this two prop¬

erties we will establish two lemmatas, which show how to switch between

Ext-groups and cohomology groups. First we give some preliminaries on the

modules obtained by the tensor product or the Hom-functor:

• Let G act diagonally on the tensor product A <g> B := A ®i B of two

discrete G-modules A and B:

g(a <g> b) := ga <g> gb for g e G,a e A,b e B.

This is a continuous action because A® B can be written as the union of

all the submodules {A <g> B)u, where U runs through all open subgroups
ofG.

• The diagonal G-action on Hom(A, B), i.e.

(g f)(a) := gf(g-la) for g e G, f e îîom(A, B),aeA

is continuous for discrete G-modules A and B if A is a finitely gener¬

ated: If A is generated by the elements {a\,..., am} then the image of

any element / e Hom(A, B) is generated by {f(a\), ..., f{am)}. For A

and B being discrete G-modules there exist
opensubgroupsUt,VxofG,1<i<msuchthata,eAUlandf(ax)eBv'.Thus/eHom(^,B)uwiththeopensubgroupU=fXL^U,nV,)ofG.Lemma1.4.4.LetAandBbediscreteG-modules.IfAisfinitelygeneratedandtorsion-freethenH"(G,ïîom(A,B))=Ext"(A,B)foralln>

0.
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Proof. Let C be a discrete G-module. Then there is an isomorphism

HomG(C,Hom(^,5)) = HomG(C <g> A, B).

If we take for C the trivial discrete G-module Z we obtain

H?(G,Hom(A,B)) = ExX°Cg(A,B).

To prove the statement it is sufficient to show that H*{G, Hom(^4, )) is like

Ext* {A, ) an effaceable cohomological functor. Taking into account that

H*{G, ) is an effaceable functor and that Hom(^4, ) is exact, A being

torsion-free, i.e. Z-free, one has only to verify that H"(G, Hom(^4, /)) = 0

for n > 0 and / an injective discrete G-module. The functor

HomG( ,Hom(A,I)) = HomG( ®AJ)

is exact, because HomG( , /) and <g> A, again A being Z-free, are exact

functors. So in fact Hom(^4, /) is an injective discrete G-module. D

Lemma 1.4.5. Everyfinitely generated discrete G-module A can be written

as a quotient ofafinitely generated and torsion-free discrete G-module A'.

Proof. Let A be generated by the finite set {a\,..., am}. One can construct

A' and n : A' -» A explicitly in the following way:

m

Af=®Z[G/Gai]^A

m s

(gijGa,) I > E HgiJai

with stabilizers GUi = {g e G \ ga, = a,} and the G-action on Z[G/GaJ
given by g(gGa, ) = ggGa,

Proposition 1.4.6.

(1) G hasfinite strict cohomologicaldimension scd G < n if'injdimc A < n

for all discrete G-modules A.

(2) Ifscd G < n then injdimc B < n + I for all discrete G-modules B.

Proof. Notice that scd G < n if and only if Hrc(G, A) = 0 for all discrete

G-modules Aandallr>n.So(1)followsbythedefinitionofH*{G,)asarightderivedfunctoronCo-For(2),letthegroupsHrc(G,A)vanish
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for all discrete G-modules A and all r > n. Hence by Lemma 1.4.4, the

Ext-groups Ext£ {A, ) are zero for all finitely generated and torsion-free

discrete G-modules A and all r > n. Using Lemma 1.4.5 and the long exact

Ext-sequence one has Ext£ {A, ) = 0 for all finitely generated A e Co and

all r > n + 1. Thus by Corollary 1.4.3, the injective dimension of any discrete

G-module is less or equal n + 1. D

1.5 Continuous cohomology of Z

As an example we want to use Corollary 1.2.4, i.e. the description of continu¬

ous cohomology as a certain direct limit, to compute continuous cohomology
of the profinite integers. Continuous cohomology ofZ is a direct limit of ordi¬

nary cohomology groups of finite cyclic groups, because Z is the inverse limit

limZ/wZ (cf. Example 5 on page 6). Thus one could guess that H"(Z, )

has to be periodic for n > 0, but then one forgets about the maps in the direct

limit. In fact as we will see H"(Z, ) vanishes for n > 3, but for example
i72(Z, Z) = Q/Z. The calculations will be done in three constructive steps.

1.5.1 Low dimensions with coefficients in Z

First we look at a more general situation: Let G be a profinite group and A

a discrete G-module with trivial G-action. Considering the standard complex
one gets for the coboundary maps in dimensions zero and one

S(a)(g) = 0

S(f)(gi,g2) = f(gl) ~ figigi) + /(gl)

for a e C°C{G,A) = A, f e C](G,A), g, g\ and g2 e G. Hence by

computing cohomology we get H] (G, A) = Homc(G, A), i.e. the group of all

continuous homomorphisms /: G —>- A. We also could consider continuous

cohomology as a direct limit as in Corollary 1.2.4. Both results together sum

up to H}{G, A) = lim Horn(G/f/, A) the limit taken over all open normal

subgroups of G. Since the groups G/ U are finite, it vanishes if A is in addition

torsion-free. So for example taking the trivial discrete G-module Z we have

H}(G,Z) = 0.
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To compute cohomology in dimension two with coefficient module Z consider

the long exact cohomology sequence associated to the short exact sequence

Z ^-> Q -» Q/Z of discrete G-modules with G acting trivially on all modules.

For Q being uniquely divisible, multiplication by any integer m > 0 is an

isomorphism on the torsion groups H"(G, Q), n > 0. From H"(G, Q) = 0

for n > 0 we infer that

H](G, Z) = H}(G, Q/Z) = Homc(G, Q/Z).

Corollary 1.5.1. Continuous cohomology ofL with coefficients in the trivial

discrete G-module Z isfor low dimensions given by

H"(Z,Z)

(Zr = Z n = 0

0 n = 1

O/Z « = 2.

1.5.2 Torsion coefficient modules

For Z being the projective limit HmZ/wZ there exists for any integer m > 0

a homomorphism pm : Z -» Z/mZ. The set of kernels {ker/?ra}ra>o forms

a base of neighbourhoods of 1 in Z. Denote these kernels by Km := ker/?ra.
So cohomology of Z with coefficient module a discrete G-module A can be

written as the direct limit

Hnc(%, A) = limra>0 Hn(Z/mZ, AKm) (*)

with respect to the maps

H?((p, f): Hn(Z/mZ, AKm) —> Hn{Z/kmZ, AKkm)

induced by the compatible pair of homomorphisms (p ' Z/kmZ -» Z/mZ and

\j/ : AKm —>- AKkm with ij/(a) = a. To describe these maps explicitly we will

look at the following situation: Let G = <^} and G' = (t'} be cyclic groups

of order m and km and let M and M' be modules over ZG and ZG', such that

there is a compatible pair of homomorphisms O : G' —>- G, ^ : M —>- M'

with 0(0 = ^. Recall how one computes ordinary cohomology of cyclic

groups: Hn(G, M) is the nth cohomology group of the cochain complex

0 —^ M —> M —> M —> M —> M —>
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^m — 1
where N is the trace element X^=ö ^ m ^G. Let similarly iV' be the trace el¬

ement in IG'. Since t'^>{m) = ty{tm) and N'^{d) = ^>{kNa) = kW(Na),
there exists a commutative diagram of the form

0

0

-»M
* l> M- ^M^^M-

* * A:*

W

A:*

*M'
f'-i
**M

N
>M-

t-\

k2v

N<
+ M

t'-\

The diagram induces maps in cohomology Hn(G, M) -> Hn(G', M') which

are equal to the maps H"(<&, *I>) induced by the compatible pair (O, ^), for

these are maps of effaceable cohomological functors which coincide in dimen¬

sion zero. Application to the compatible pair of maps (4>,ij/) above yields the

commutative diagram

0

0

AK-

k°

J^kn,

AK,

k°

J^kn,

AK-

kl

J^kn

AK,

kl

J^kn,

•AK.

k2

AKk„

Thus the maps H?((p, f) : Hn(Z/mZ, AKm) -> Hn(Z/kmZ, AKkm) in the

direct limit (*) factor through multiplication with kn for n = In', respectively
n = 2ri + 1.

Lemma 1.5.2. The continuous cohomology groups H" (Z, A) with coefficients
afinite discrete Z-module A vanishfor all n > 2.

Proof Because of the direct limit H?(Z, A) = HmHn(Z/mZ, AKm) there

are commutative diagrams of the form

Hn(Z/mZ,AKm)

Hn{Z/kmZ,AKkm)

mf
^H"(Z,A)

inf

Further for x e H"(Z, A) there exists an integer m > 0 and some element

y e Hn(Z/mZ, AKm) such that inf(y) = x. Let £ be equal to \A |. Then

kn A = 0 for n' > 1 and hence H"((p, xf/) = 0 for n > 2. In particular
x = mf(H?((p, f)(y)) = 0 for n > 2. D
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Corollary 1.5.3. The continuous cohomology groups H"(Z, A) are zerofor
n > 2, where A is a torsion discrete Z-module. In particular we have for the

(strict) cohomological dimension cd Z = 1 and scd Z = 2.

Proof H"(Z, A) vanishes for n > 2 because of the fact that A = lim^, all

A, finite G-modules, together with Corollary 1.2.5 and Lemma 1.5.2 above.

Thus cdZ < 1 and scdZ < 2. But H) (Z, Q/Z) = H](z, Z) = Q/Z ^ 0 by

Corollary 1.5.1. D

Now we want to compute H}(Z, A) = \imHl(Z/mZ, AKm) for a dis¬

crete Z-module A. The ordinary cohomology groups on the right are given

by

Hl(Z/mZ, AKm) = ker JV/im(f - 1)

= {a e AKm | Na = 0}/(t - l)AKm

where Z/mZ is generated by t and N is the trace element. Write nm for the

canonical projections Z -» Z/mZ and pm for the map Z -» Z/mZ as before.

Let 6 be the map Z —>- Z induced by the universal property of projective

limits, i.e there exist commutative diagrams of the form

e

Z > Z/mZ ^—- z
7ïm pm /

Z/kmZ

In fact 6 embeds Z as a dense subgroup in Z (cf. Example 5 on page 6,

the kernel of 6 in this case is trivial). Let Z be generated by x. Then Z is

topologically generated by 9(x) := F, which means that Z = {F). Hence

Z/mZ is generated by nm{x) = pm{F) =: t. The action oîZ/mZ on AKm is

given by ta = Fa, thus

m — \

H] (Z, A) = {a e A \3m > 0 such that J] Fl a = 0}/(F - \)A.

Lemma 1.5.4. Let A be a discrete Z-module. For all torsion elements a e A

there exists an integer m > 0 with Y1T=0 Fla = 0.
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Proof. For an arbitrary element a m A there exists an integer / > 0 such that

a is contained in Akerpi, thus Fla = (pi(F))la = a. If a has torsion, say

ka = 0, then

lk-\

^Fla = (\ + F + --- + F/_1)(l +Fl + + F(k-l)l)a
1=0

={\ + F + --- + Fl-x)ka = 0.

D

Corollary 1.5.5. Continuous cohomology ofL with coefficients in a discrete

torsion 7L-module A is given by

where Z is topologically generated by F.

AL n = 0

A/{F-\)A n = \

0 n > 2

1.5.3 Arbitrary coefficient modules

Let A be an arbitrary discrete Z-module. Consider the long exact cohomology

sequences associated to the following short exact sequences in C%

0 —> ker <p —> A —> im <p —> 0

0 —> im <p —> A ® Q —> coker <p —> 0

with cp : A -^ A ® Q given by a h^ a ® 1. Since A <g> Q is uniquely divisible,
i.e. multiplication by any positive integer m > 0 is an isomorphism, the

torsion groups H"(Z, A <g> Q), n > 1 vanish. On the other hand, the kernel of

cp is torsion, hence H"(Z, kercp) = 0 for n > 2. So the associated long exact

sequences yields

Hnc0L,A) = H?(Z,[m(p) = H?~l(Z, coker cp)

for n > 2. Note that the cokernel of cp is also torsion.

Corollary 1.5.6. Continuous cohomology ofZ with coefficients in a discrete
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Z-module A is given by

At

H"(Z,A)

n 0

m — \

{ae A\3m > Owith £ Fa = 0}/(F - I)A n = \

i=0

coker <p/(F — 1) coker^

0

where Z is topologically generated by F and <p : A

<p(a) = a ® 1.

n = 2

n>3

is given by

j^L _ j^L n = 0

A/(F- I)A --= A/{x --\)A n = \

0 n > 2.

Remark. An arbitrary discrete Z-module A can be considered as an ordinary
Z-module via xa = Fa, where Z is generated by x and Z is topologically

generated by F. If A is finite one has

H"(Z,A)

Indeed Hn(Z,A) = H?(Z, A) for all n and all finite discrete Z-modules A,
the isomorphisms induced by the canonical map 6 : Z —>- Z, 9{x) = F. Serre

introduced in [20] the following definition of a good group.

Definition 1.5.7. Let G be a discrete group and G the profinite group associ¬

ated to G. G is said to be good, if Hn (G,A) = Hnc (G,A) for all n > 0 and

all finite discrete G-modules A, the isomorphisms induced by the canonical

map G —>- G.

Thus in this sense Z is an example of a good group.





Chapter 2

Farrell cohomology

Claus Scheiderer described in [18] modified cohomology groups of profinite

groups. Let G be a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological dimen¬

sion. Guided by the Farrell Cohomology in the discrete case he defined for

all n e Z covariant additive functors H"(G, ) on the subcategory Co,tor
of Cq to the category of abelian groups by using complete projective reso¬

lutions. This functors satisfy the following properties: long exact sequences

extend in both directions, H"(G, ) coincides with continuous cohomology
for n > vcdG and H*{G, ) vanishes if and only if G has finite cohomo¬

logical dimension. The present chapter has two main purposes. The first is to

explain what the terms occurring above mean. The second is to link them to

the terms of Chapter 1.

2.1 Modules over profinite rings

Scheiderer makes use of complete projective resolutions. But in Co there

exist in general no projective objects, so one has to work within a different

category. Consider a compact topological ring A with a unit. One can show

that a compact topological ring with unit is totally disconnected (cf. [7], page

74), thus A possesses a base of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of open

two-sided ideals. It can therefore be written as the projective limit of finite

rings, so one calls a compact topological ring a profinite ring.

35
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Examples.

1) The Prüfer ring Z = HmZ/wZ is a commutative profinite ring.

2) Let G be a profinite group. We will denote by Z|[G]] the completedgroup

algebra ofG over Z, which means: Z|[G]] is the projective limit of the usual

group algebras Z[G/U], where U ranges over all open normal subgroups of

G. Note that Z[G/U] is itself a profinite ring of the form \imZ/nZ[G/U].

We look at topological modules over a profinite ring A. All modules over

A are left modules, right modules over A are considered as left modules over

the opposite ring A°. HomcA(A, B) denotes the set of continuous homomor-

phisms from A to B, A and B being two topological A-modules.

Definition 2.1.1. Aprofinite A-module Misa topological A-module which is

compact and totally disconnected. A discrete A-module A is a discrete topo¬

logical A-module. Afinite A-module A is a discrete module over A whose

underlying abelian group is finite.

Denote by P(A) the category of profinite A-modules and by D(A) the

category of discrete A-modules, in both cases the morphisms being continu¬

ous homomorphisms of topological A-modules. These are abelian categories.
The profinite A-modules are just the topological A-modules which are also a

profinite group. The set of open submodules of a profinite A-module M form

a base of open neighbourhoods of zero, soM is a projective limit of finite quo¬

tients. On the other hand let A be a discrete A-module. For each a e A the

homomorphism pa : A -> A of A-modules defined by /xa(À) = Xa is contin¬

uous, thus a = la is contained in the finite submoduleim/za.Soeverydis¬creteA-moduleisadirectedunionoffiniteA-submoduleswhichimpliesthatdiscreteA-modulesaretorsion.ForexamplediscreteZ[[G]]-modulesaredis¬cretetopologicalmodulesovertheringZwithacontinuousG-actionthroughZ-linearmaps,thusdiscreteZ[[G]]-modulesarediscretetorsionG-modules.MoreovercontinuoushomomorphismsbetweendiscreteZ|[G]]-modulesarejusthomomorphismsofdiscretetorsionG-modules,henceD(Z^GJ)=subcategoryCo,torofCq-WewillgiveashortsurveyofthePontryagindualitybetweendiscreteandcompactabeliangroupswhichwillyieldananti-equivalencebetweentheabeliancategoriesP{A)andD(A°).Moredetailscanbefoundin[5],pages203-207.AssumeAtobeatopologicalabelianHausdorffgroup.WriteAw
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for its Pontryagin dual, i.e. the group of all continuous group homomorphisms
of A into the discrete group Q/Z

Av :=Homc(,4,Q/Z),

equipped with the compact-open topology. That means a fundamental system

of neighbourhoods of zero is given by all sets of the form

U(C,) = {feAv\f(C)cKe},

C being a compact subgroup of A and Ke the e-neighbourhood of zero in

Q/Z. The dual group Aw again is a topological abelian Hausdorff group. The

bidual group Aww contains functions avv induced by elements a e A through

avv(f) = f(a) for f e Av. The canonical map (p : a k> avv from A to Avv

is a homomorphism of abelian groups.

Theorem 2.1.2 (Pontryagin's Duality). Let Abe a discrete torsion abelian

group or a profinite abelian group. Then Aw is a profinite, respectively dis¬

crete torsion abelian group, and the correspondence (p : A -> Aww is a topo¬

logical group isomorphism.

Proof. [5], Theorem VIII. 48.1. D

Now let M be a profinite A-module. Then Mv is a discrete A°-module

by denning the operation of A through (/ • X){m) := f(km). On the other

hand, A being a discrete A°-module, Aw is a profinite A-module through

(À • f){a) := f{aX). If A is an object of P(A) or D(A) then the canonical

map (p: A —>- Aww is an isomorphism of topological A-modules.

Corollary 2.1.3.
v

defines two functors which set up a natural anti-equi¬
valence between the categories P(A) and D(A°).

Thus Pontryagin Duality allows one frequently to deduce results about

modules of one of these categories from results about modules of the other

category. For example it is useful for the study of injective and projective

objects.

Definition 2.1.4. A discrete A-module / is injective in D(A) if Hom^( , /)

is an exact functor onD(A).AprofiniteA-modulePisprojectiveinP(A)ifHom^(P,)isanexactfunctoronP(A).
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Since a discrete A-module is the directed union of finite submodules it is

sufficient to check exactness of Hom^( , /) on finite A-modules. By duality
there is an analogous statement for projective profinite A-modules. So it is

easy to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1.5. For a discrete A-module I and a profinite A-module P we

have:

(a) / is injective in D(A) iffor every monomorphism A ^-> B of discrete

finite A-modules the map Hom^i?, /) -> ïîomcA(A, I) is surjective.

(b) P is projective in P(A) iffor every epimorphism M -» N of discrete

finite A-modules the map ïîomA(P, M) -> ïîomA(P, N) is surjective.

Let 7 be a compact and totally disconnected topological space. For every

topological A-module A the set C(Y, A) of continuous maps from 7 into A

is an abelian group. A profinite module F e P(A) is said to be free over

the space Y if there is a functorial bijection ïîomA(F, A) -> C(Y, A) for

each finite A-module A. This bijection extends to all discrete and all profinite
A-modules. Since C(Y, ) is an exact functor on finite modules over A, pro-

jectivity of free modules follows from Lemma 2.1.5. Free profinite modules

exist, indeed we can construct the free profinite A-module F over Y by

JF = fim(eraA)=:A[7]
a

where {Ya}a is the projective system of finite discrete quotient spaces of Y

such that Y = lim7a. For every element M in P(A) we have a canonical

epimorphism A[M] -» M, so every projective profinite module is a direct

summand of a free profinite A-module. Since free profinite A-modules are

projective the abelian category P(A) possesses enough projectives. The dual

discrete A°-module
ofthefreeprofiniteA-moduleA[7]iscanonicallyiso¬morphictoC(Y,Av)=limC(7a,Av)=lim®YaAvanditiscalledco-free.Dualityimpliesmanyassertions,soforexample:co-freemodulesareinjectivediscreteA-modulesandD(A)containsenoughinjectiveobjects.Forthepresentchapterthefollowingisofnoimportance,butinviewofChapter5wewilltakeacloserlookatthefreeprofinitemodulesinthecaseofthecompletedgroupalgebraZ|[G]].Thenthebasespacescanbechoseninaspecialway.Definition2.1.6.LetXbeacompact,totallydisconnectedtopologicalspace.Xiscalled&profiniteG-spaceifthereisacontinuousactionofGon

X.
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Given a profinite G-space X there is a projective system {Xa} of finite

discrete quotient G-sets of X, such that X = limXa. We denote by Z[X] the

free profinite Z-module over X, where G acts through the continuous action

on X. Hence Z[X] is the projective limit of the permutation Z|[G]]-modules

Z[Xa]. In particular it is a profinite Z|[G]]-module. Notice that if we take for

X the profinite group G with the G-action defined by left multiplication on

itself, we get Z[G]].

Definition 2.1.7. A profinite G-space Xxsfree if for every x e Xthe stabilizer

Gx = {g e G | gx = x} is trivial and if the quotient map X -» X/G has a

continuous section.

What effect has a free profinite G-space X on Z[X|? Notice that a profi¬
nite G-space X is free if and only if there exists an isomorphism X = G x 7

of G-spaces for some profinite G-space 7. Let 7G be the space Y with the

trivial G-action, then G xYQ = G x 7 as profinite G-spaces via the isomor¬

phism (g, y) h-> (g, gy). Thus Z[X] is the free profinite Z[[G]]-module on 7G.

Moreover the free profinite Z|[G]]-modules are exactly the Z[X] where X is a

free profinite G-space.

2.2 Connection with continuous cohomology

Let G be a profinite group. We now always consider the profinite ring Z|[G]].

Since D(Z^GJ) is a subcategory of the category Co, which possesses itself

enough injective objects, we want to compare the following in the categories

D(Z[G]]) and CG:

• Right derived functors: One can define the nth right derived functor

Rn{G, ) of Hom|[G](Z, ) on D(ZIGJ). How is it related to con¬

tinuous cohomology, i.e. the nth right derived functor H"(G,)of()GonCG1•Injectiveobjects:Let/beanobjectofZ)(Z|[G]]).If/isinjectiveinCqthenHomG(,/)isexactonCo,inparticularHorrify(,/)isexactonZ)(Z|[G]]).Thus/isaninjectivediscreteZ[[G]]-moduleifitisinjectiveinthecategoryCq-Wewillseelater,thattheconverseclaimalsoholds.Lemma2.2.1.LetAbeadiscreteZ\G\-module.ThenR°(G,A)=Hom|[GI(Z,A)=A°=H?(G,A).
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Proof. Z is topologically generated by a single element F (cf. page 31), so

each continuous homomorphism (p ' Z -> A is uniquely determined by (p(F).
Because of G acting trivially on Z this induces a homomorphism

5:Hom|[G](Z, A) —> AG

Conversely for an element a e AG define a continuous map <5_1(a) : Z -> ^4

through S~x(a)(F) = a. Continuouity can be proved as follows: A is torsion,

so there exists a minimal integer n > 0 with «a = 0. Then <5_1(a) : Z -> A

can be written as the composite of the canonical projection Z -> Z/«Z and

the monomorphism Z/«Z = (a) ^-> A of discrete abelian groups. D

Let A be a discrete torsion G-module. Assume there exists an injective cores-

olution I* of A in Cg, all modules I„ being torsion, that means /* is likewise

an injective coresolution of A in Z)(Z[[G]]). Since the definition of right de¬

rived functors does not depend on the choice of injective coresolutions, in this

case Rn (G, A) is equal to H" (G, A) for all n > 0. The following Lemma im¬

plies the existence of such coresolutions for every discrete torsion G-module.

So in fact one gets: R*(G, ) is equal to continuous cohomology H*{G, )

restricted to the subcategory Co,tor- In particular cohomological dimension

defined via R* (G, ) is equal to cohomological dimension introduced in Def¬

inition 1.3.7.

Lemma 2.2.2. Every discrete 7L\G\-module can be embedded in a discrete

7L\G\-module which is injective in Co-

Proof Let A be an abelian torsion group, so A is the direct limit of its finite

subgroups A, ç A. Since the direct limit lim in this situation is an exact

functor, A embeds into Q = lim Q, with divisible abelian groups

Q, = 0 Q/Z

aA,,a^=0

(At embeds into Qx as described in [11], proof ofProposition 1.7.4). A discrete

Z[[G]]-module A considered as an abelian group can therefore beembeddedinsomedivisible,andthusinjectiveabeliangroupQwhichistorsion.ByProposition1.3.1andLemma1.3.9thereexistsaninjectivehomomorphismA^Coind^,(0whereCoind^,(0isadiscreteZ[[G]]-modulewhichisinjectiveinCq.D
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Corollary 2.2.3. R* (G, A) = H* (G, A) for any discrete ZIGJ-module A.

And by comparing injectivity we get:

Proposition 2.2.4. A discrete torsion G-module I is injective in Cq if and

only ifit is injective in D(Z^GJ).

Proof The only-if-part is a direct consequence of the definitions (cf. page

39). For the if-part we have to show by Proposition 1.4.2, that Extc (A, I)
vanishes for every finitely generated discrete G-module A. Considering the

short exact sequence Ator ^-> A -» A/Ator of discrete G-modules and its long
exact Ext-sequence, we have to prove that Extc (B, I) vanishes for every

finitely generated torsion-free discrete G-module B. In this situation B is

Z-firee and the discrete G-module Hom(5, /) is a Z|[G]]-module, thus

ExtlC(j(B,l) = H}(G,Hom(B,I)) = Rl(G, Hom(B, /)).

The statement will be implied by the fact that Hom(B, I) is an injective mod¬

ule in Z)(Z[[G]]). Indeed let E ^-> E' be a monomorphism of finite modules

over G. By applying ®5we get again a monomorphism E ®B ^ E' ®B

of finite G-modules. By hypothesis, / is an injective module in Z)(Z[[G]]),
thus the map HomG(£,/ <g> B,l) —>- Hors\G{E ® B, I) is surjective, likewise

the map HomG(£,/, Hom(B, I)) —>- HomG(E, Hom(B, I)) is surjective (cf.

proof of Lemma 1.4.4). D

2.3 Profinite Farrell cohomology

Throughout this section, we assume G to be a profinite groupwithfinitevirtualcohomologicaldimension.WenowwillbrieflygivethedefinitionofprofiniteFarrellcohomologyandstateitsbasicproperties.Definition2.3.1.Acompleteresolution(F*,P*,e)fortheprofinitegroupGconsistsofanacyclicchaincomplexF*ofprojective.P(Z|[G]])-modulestogetherwithaprojectiveresolutione:P*-»ZofZin.P(Z|[G]]),suchthati7*andP*coincideinsufficientlyhighdimensions.ObservethatifGhasfinitecohomologicaldimensionthereisacompleteresolution(i7*,P*,e)forGwithi7*=0.IndeedthenthereexistsbyProposi¬tion1.4.6andLemma2.2.2afiniteinjectivecoresolutionofGinZ)(Z[[G]]),
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so by duality we get a finite projective resolution of G in PÇL^GJ). Schei-

derer shows (cf. Proposition (3.3) in [18]) that there exist complete resolu¬

tions (i7*, P*, e) for G such that i7* coincides with P* in dimensions greater or

equal vcd G. We will later show explicitly the existence of "complete injective
coresolutions" for all discrete torsion modules in Co,tor if G has finite virtual

cohomological dimension (Lemma 3.3.3). This also would yield a complete
resolution for G, if we take the dual of a complete injective coresolution of

Q/Z = (Z)v in CG,tor = D{%GJ).

Definition 2.3.2. Let G be a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological
dimension and let A be a discrete Z|[G]]-module. The profinite Farrell coho¬

mology groups H" (G, A) for n e Z are denned as the nth cohomology groups

of the cochain complex Homf^ (F*, A) where (F*, P*, e) is a complete res¬

olution for G.

The definition of profinite Farrell cohomology does up to canonical iso¬

morphism not depend on the choice of the complete resolution (i7*, P*, e)
because if (i7*, P*, e) and (F^, P^, e') are complete resolutions for G and

vcd G < oo, then there is a unique homotopy class of maps from (i7*, P*, e)

to (F^, P^, e'), and these maps are homotopy equivalences. Note that in the

cochain complex Homf^ (i7*, A) the first variables are profinite and the sec¬

ond are discrete modules over Z|[G]]. Thus profinite Farrell cohomology ap¬

plies only to discrete torsion G-modules.

Proposition 2.3.3. The H"(G, ), n e Z are additive functors from Cc,tor
to the category ofabelian groups which satisfy thefollowingproperties:

(a) H*(G, ) = 0//cdG < oo;

(b) H*(G, ) has the "usual" cohomologicalproperties:

• Long exact sequences: There exists a natural long exact sequence

> Hnc{G, M) -> Hnc{G, M") -> #W+1(G, M')

-> H?+l (G, M) -> H?+l (G, M") ->

associated to every short exact sequence M' -> M -> M" in Cg,tori

• Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma: H"(H,N) = H"(G, Coind ^(N)) for a

closed subgroup H ofG and N e Cn,tori

• Restriction homomorphisms: For every closed subgroup H of G and

M e CG,tor there exist maps res : H" (G, M) —> H" (H, M);
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• Transfer homomorphisms: For every open subgroup U ofG andfor

every M e Co,tor there exist maps tv: H"(U,M) —> H"(G,M)
such thattrores = \G : U\;

(c) H*(G, Coindy(iV)) = 0 ifU is an open subgroup ofG without torsion

andN e Cjj,tor,'

(d) For alln > 0 andM e Co,tor there exists a canonical map

Hnc{G,M)^Hnc{G,M)

which is an isomorphism for n > vcdG = d. Moreover the sequence

H?(U, M)Xh?(G, M) -> H?(G, M) -> 0 is exactfor any open tor¬

sion-free subgroup UofG.

Proof [18], page 261. D

In view of Serre's Theorem 1.3.16, G being a profinite group with finite

virtual cohomological dimension, cd G is finite if and only if G is torsion-free.

Also notice that a closed subgroup of G is open if and only if it is of finite

index in G. So profinite Farrell cohomology H*{G, ) is a cohomological
functor on the category Co,tor to the category of abelian groups satisfying

properties analogous to the ones in the discrete case (cf. [2], pages 277 and

278). In addition one has the following property which will be used later.

Proposition 2.3.4. Profinite Farrell cohomology vanishes on injective torsion

discrete G-modules.

Proof Homgj^ , /) is an exact functor on .P(Z|[G]]) if / is an injective
torsion discrete G-module (cf. [18], page 255). Thus the cochain complex

Hom|IG]|(F*, /) remains acyclic for a complete resolution (F*, P*, e) for G.

D





Chapter 3

A completion

In the last chapter we introduced profinite Farrell cohomology, which is de¬

fined only for profinite groups with finite virtual cohomological dimension and

only on the category of torsion discrete G-modules. Our goal in the present

chapter is to define a covariant cohomological functor on the category of all

discrete G-modules for any profinite group G, which coincides with profinite
Farrell cohomology on the subcategory Co,tor in the case when G has finite

virtual cohomological dimension. Guided by the discrete case we want to take

some completion of some cohomological functor using satellites.

3.1 /-completion

In this section we want to initiate the tools of the used completion. Since

Cq does not possess enough projective objects, one has to give another ap¬

proach as in [14], which concerns the discrete case. More precisely we can

not take the completion of H*{G, ) = Ext* (Z, ) with respect to projec¬
tive discrete G-modules. But there is an alternative completion using injective
modules. The reference is [15], which gives an analogue to the P-completion
introduced in [14].

Definition 3.1.1. Let T* = {Tn : 21 -> 2lb | n e Z} be a contravariant co¬

homological functor on an abelian category 21, where 2lb is the category of

abelian groups (cf. Definition 1.2.7).

45
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(1) T* is called I-complete, if Tn vanishes on injective objects in 21 for every

neZ.

(2) An I-completion of T* consists of an /-complete functor T* together

withamorphismr* : T* -> T* of contravariant cohomological functors,
such that every morphism T* -> U* into an /-complete contravariant

cohomological functor U* factors uniquely through r*.

If 21 possesses enough injective objects one can show that every con¬

travariant cohomological functor admits a unique /-completion. A construc¬

tion via satellites is given in [15]. So we start with basic facts about left

satellites of additive contravariant functors. The main reference for this is [3].
From now on 21 denotes an abelian category which possesses enough injective

objects, i.e. any object A in 21 can be embedded into some injective object,

say IA. Let XM be the cokernel of this embedding and apply an additive con¬

travariant functor T : 21 -> 21 b to the short exact sequence A ^IA -» Y,A.

By setting S~x T(A) equal to the kernel of TCE A) -> T(IA) we get a new ad¬

ditive contravariant functor S~l T on 21, which does not depend on the choice

of the injective objects. Higher left satellites can be denned for n > 1 induc¬

tively by

S~nT(A) := S-l(S-n+lT)(A)
= ker (S-n+lT(EA) ^ S~n+lT(IA))

with the convention that S°T = T. Obviously S~nT vanishes on injective

objects for « > 1. One can show that the
familyofcontravariantfunctorsS-°T={S~nT:21—>-2lb|n>0}formsaconnectedsequenceoffunctors,i.e.everyshortexactsequenceA'^A-»A"in21givesrisetonaturalconnectinghomomorphismsS~nT(A')—>-S~n+lT(A")forn>0insuchawaythatinthelongsequence>S~nT(A)->S-nT(A')->S-n+lT(A")->>S~lT(Ä)->T{A")->T{A)->T{A)thecompositionofanytwoconsecutivemapsiszero.IfTisinadditionhalfexact,thenthelongsequenceassociatedtoashortexactsequenceisexact,thatmeansS-°Tisacohomologicalfunctor.TheconnectedsequenceofleftsatellitesofahalfexactcontravariantfunctorTcanbecharacterizedasfollows:Proposition3.1.2.LetT-°andll-0denoteconnectedsequencesofadditivecontravariantfunctorsandlet0°:T°—>-U°beanaturaltransformation.

If
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U-° is a cohomologicalfunctor which satisfies U~n (I) = 0 for all n > 0

and all injective objects I in 21 (in particular U-° is coejfaceable), then the

following holds:

(1) 0° extends uniquely to (p^° : T^° -> U-°;

(2) the extension 0-° : T-° -> U-° factors uniquely through the canonical

morphismT^0 -> S-°T°;

(3) If r° is halfexact and 0° is an equivalence, then the induced morphism
S-°T° -> U-° is an equivalence.

Proof [3], Proposition III.5.2. D

Proposition 3.1.2 enables us to construct /-completions using satellites:

Theorem 3.1.3. Let T* : 21 -> 21 b èe a contravariant cohomologicalfunctor
on an abelian category 21 which possesses enough injectives. Then T* admits

a unique I-completion, namely

fn(A) = limjt>o ^rw+fc(^).

/Tze morphisms in the limit are given as follows: the connecting homomor-

phisms of the connected sequence of the cohomological functor T* induce

maps S~kTk+n(A) -> S~k Tk+n+l (EA), where the abelian group on the

right is isomorphic to S~k+l jk+n+l (^) by dimension shifting.

Proof. [15], Theorem 2.5. D

3.2 /-completed continuous cohomology

Let A and B be discrete G-modules. Then Ext* ( , B): Co -> 21 b is a

contravariant cohomological functor. Since Co possesses enough injective

modules, the/-completion of Ext* ( , B) on Co is given by

ÈxtnCG(A,B):=limk>o S~kExtnc+k( , B)(A)

for n e Z. So Ext*
(,B):Cq->21bisacontravariant/-completeco¬homologicalfunctor.ToshowthatExt*(,)isindeedabifunctor,morepreciselythatExt*{A,)isacovariant/-completecohomological

functor,
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let A ^-> I°A -> I1 A -> I2 A -> • • • be some injective coresolution of A in

Co- Denote inductively the cokernels by

Y,kA
A k = 0

coker (S^"1^ -> Ik~l A) k>\.

Then one has the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.2.1.

ExtnCG(A,B) = limjt>|„| Extnc+k(ZkA,B)

for n e Z. The morphisms in the limit are the connecting homomorphisms
8 of the long exact sequence of Ext* ( , B) associated to the short exact

sequence SfcA >-> IkA -» Sfc+1 A.

Proof Because of the definition of direct limits the term on the right is equal
to the direct limit linu>|« | im S. Since S is part of a long exact Ext-sequence

we deduce that its image is the kernel of the map

Extnc+k+l(Zk+lA, B) -> Extnc+k+l(IkA, B).

So actually by definition of the left satellites and dimension shifting one gets

im 5 = ^_1Ext^+1( ,B)(HkA) = S-kExtnc+k+l (
, B)(HA)

and thus

limjt>|„| Extncf(i:kA,B) = limjt>|„| S-kExtnc+k+l ( ,B)ÇLA)

= Extncf(VA,B)
= ExtnCo{A,B)

where the last isomorphism follows again by dimension shifting. D

Consequently it is easy to see, that by construction Ext *

(A, ) is a covariant

/-complete
cohomologicalfunctor,namelyeachExt*(TikA,)isitselfacohomologicalfunctorandExt"^(SAA,)vanishesoninjectivemodulesforallk>\n\.Definition3.2.2.LetH*{G,)bethecovariant/-completecohomologicalfunctorExt*(Z,)onCq.Wewillcallitthe1-completedcontinuousco-homologyofG.
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3.3 Connection with profinite Farrell cohomology

The main result to be established in this section is that H*{G, ) coincides

with profinite Farrell cohomology on Co, tor if G is a profinite group with finite

virtual cohomological dimension. The basic tools of this proof are complete

injective coresolutions of discrete G-modules.

Definition 3.3.1. Let A be a discrete G-module. A complete injective coreso¬

lution of A is an acyclic cochain complex Q* of injective discrete G-modules

such that Q* coincides with an injective coresolution /* of A in Cq in suffi¬

ciently high dimensions.

If one has an /-complete cohomological functor then complete injective
coresolutions are useful for dimension shifting in both directions. This will

lead to the following Proposition, which we will prove in the first part of this

section.

Proposition 3.3.2. Let G be a profinite group withfinite virtual cohomologi¬
cal dimension. Two I-complete covariant cohomologicalfunctors V*, U* on

Co,tor which coincide in high dimensions are equal in all dimensions.

In the second part of this section we will see that if G has finite virtual

cohomological dimension then profinite Farrell cohomology H*{G, ) is an

/-complete cohomological functor on Co,tor, which coincides with //* (G, )
in sufficiently high dimensions. Thus Proposition 3.3.2 can be applied on the

mentioned covariant cohomological functors.

3.3.1 Proof of the proposition

As indicated we will use the existence of complete coresolutions of discrete

modules in the case when G has finite virtual cohomological dimension.

Lemma 3.3.3. If G is a profinite group withfinite virtual cohomological di¬

mension, then every discrete G-module A admits a complete injective coreso¬

lution in Cq. IfA is torsion, then there exists a complete injective coresolution

consisting of torsion modules which coincides with an injective coresolution

ofA in Cc,tor in sufficiently high dimensions.
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Proof. Since G has finite virtual cohomological dimension there exists an

open subgroup H of G with d := cd H = vcd G < oo and scd H < d + 1.

Chose any injective coresolution /* of A in Cq

0 I1 I[ I2

with kernels denoted by K1 := ker(T -> J'+1) for z > 0. By Propo¬
sition 1.4.6, Kd+2 is an injective //-module, hence Comdc^(Kd+2) is in¬

jective in Co- Because of H being an open subgroup of G and Proposi¬
tion 1.3.2, coinduced modules are the same as induced modules. Thus by
the universal property of induced modules there exists a surjective G-map

ft : Comdc^(Kd+2) -» Kd+2 which is //-split. It follows that ker ft is again
an injective //-module. Repeating this process and gluing the resulting short

exact sequences together we get a complete injective coresolution:

Coind^(keri^) -> Coind
H
(Kd+2) I

d+2
r
d+3

If A is torsion, then /* can be chosen in Co,tor and coinduced modules of

torsion modules are torsion. Moreover in this case Kd+l already is an injective
//-module and the whole machinery starts one level beneath. D

For proving Proposition 3.3.2, let A be a torsion discrete G-module. Then

by the Lemma above there exists a complete injective coresolution Q* of A

such that Q* is equal to some injective coresolution /* of A in higher di¬

mensions. More precisely for vcd G = d we have a commutative diagram in

Cg tor of the form

Q- QQ QO

jd+l

Q
d+\

with kernels Kn := ker(/w - In+l) and Cn := ker(gw - Qn+l) such that

jçd+\ _ çd+\ Lej J/* ^e an /.compiete covariant cohomological functor on

Co,tor- Since V* is /-complete, dimension shifting first to the right using the

injective coresolution /* yields for any integer k

Vk{A) Vk A(K^) Trk—d—X / iy-d+\\
V
k—d—\ //~>d+l\
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and further dimension shifting to the left using the complete coresolution Q*

yields

V^(A) — yk—d—l/s~<d+l\ ~ yk—d/s~<d\ ~ ~ V^^(C~*)

Let U* be a second /-complete covariant cohomological functor on Co,tor
which is equal to V* in high dimensions. Hence if? is sufficiently large, then

j7fc+r(C_r) coincées vvith Uk+t{C~f). A dimension shifting argument for U*

analogous to the one for V* yields V*(A) = U*(A).

3.3.2 Assumptions of the proposition

We want to show that profinite Farrell cohomology and the /-completed con¬

tinuous cohomology of G fulfill the assumptions of Proposition 3.3.2. So

we assume G to be a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological di¬

mension. By the Propositions 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 profinite Farrell cohomology
H*{G, ) is an /-complete covariant cohomological functor on Co,tor- We

can restrict H*{G, ) to the subcategory Co,tor of Co, whereby it is also an

/-complete covariant cohomological functor on Co,tor- It remains to prove

equivalence of these functors in sufficiently high dimensions. But it is a ba¬

sic property of profinite Farrell cohomology, that H*{G, ) is canonically

isomorphic to continuous cohomology H*{G, ) in dimensions larger than

vcdG (cf. Proposition
2.3.3).ForthisreasonwewanttoproveequivalenceofcontinuouscohomologyH*(G,)andcompletedcontinuouscohomology//*(G,)onCo,torforlargedimensions,Gbeingaprofinitegroupwithfi¬nitevirtualcohomologicaldimension.ByfallingbackontheExt-groups,andbycomparingExf£andExtJwewillshowequivalenceevenonCoLemma3.3.4.LetGbeaprofinitegroupwithfinitevirtualcohomologicaldimension.ThenExt"(I,):Cq—^Stbvanishesforn>vcdG+1andeveryinjectivediscreteG-moduleI.Proof.BythedefinitionofvirtualcohomologicaldimensionthereexistsanopensubgroupUofGwithcdU=vcdG.Since/isinjective,theembeddingej:I—>-Coindy(Z)splits,sowecanassumethat/=Coindy(^4)forsomediscreteG-moduleA.ThefunctorsExt*g(Coind°{A),)andExt^(A,)canberegardedastwoeffaceablecohomologicalfunctorsonCowhichcoin¬cideindimensionszerobyProposition1.3.2.ThusoneobtainsExt£(Coind^),^)=ExfCu(A,B)
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for all n > 0 and every discrete G-module B. Because the open subgroup U

of G has finite cohomological dimension the Ext-group on the right vanishes

for« > cd£/ + 1 =vcdG+ 1. D

Proposition 3.3.5. Let G be aprofinite group withfinite virtual cohomologi¬
cal dimension. ThenExt!^ = Ext" for n > vcdG + 1.

Proof. Let A be a discrete G-module with an injective coresolution A ^-> /*.

Denote the kernels by Kn := ker(/w -> In+l) for « > 0. Let 5 be a discrete

G-module. By the previous Lemma, dimension shifting yields isomorphisms
Extnc+k(Kk, B) = Ext£G (A, B) for all n > vcd G + 1 and k > 0. Thus

Èxt^G(^,5) = limExt^^,^) = Ext^G(^,5)

for all n > vcd G + 1. D

Remark. One could give a more general statement by the following: Let G

be a profinite group. If there exists an integer d such that Ext" (/, ) = 0

for « > d and every injective discrete G-module /, then Ext£ = Ext" for

n > d.

As a corollary of Proposition 3.3.2 now follows the desired equivalence.

Theorem 3.3.6. Let G be a profinite group with finite virtual cohomologi¬
cal dimension. Then H*(G, ) restricted to the subcategory Cc,tor ofCo is

equivalent to the profinite Farrell cohomology H* (G, ) on Cq,tor-
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Finite injective coresolutions

A discrete group G has finite cohomological dimension if and only if its com¬

plete cohomology vanishes (in dimension zero with coefficient module Z).
In Section 1.4 we investigated the connection between finite cohomological
dimension or finite strict cohomological dimension of a profinite group and

finite injective coresolutions of discrete G-modules. One has as a corollary of

Proposition 1.4.6:

Corollary 4.0.7. A profinite group G hasfinite (strict) cohomological dimen¬

sion ifand only ifthere exists an integer n0 > 0 such that injdimc A < n0for
all discrete G-modules A.

Using the completed tensor product of profinite modules and taking dual

modules we construct out of a finite injective coresolution of Q/Z finite injec¬
tive coresolutions of discrete torsion G-modules. This gives us the opportunity
to establish connections between finite (strict) cohomological dimension and

the vanishing of the /-completed functors ExtJ .

4.1 Completed tensor product

As remarked we again use the terminology introduced in Chapter 2 an define

the completed tensor product of profinite A-modules, where A stands for a

53
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profinite ring. Since we only consider tensor products over the commutative

ring Z, let A denote a commutative profinite ring.

Definition 4.1.1. Let M, N be profinite A-modules. A profinite module K

over A together with a continuous A-bilinear map k : M x N -> K is called a

completed tensor product ofM and N over A, if every continuous A-bilinear

map M x N -> L into a profinite A-module L factors uniquely through k.

The module K will be denoted by M®^N.

Completed tensor products always exist: M®^N is given by the projec¬
tive limit lim (Ms <g>a Nt ) where {Ms} and {Nt} are the proj ective systems ofM

and N respectively, all modules Ms and Nt being finite discrete A-modules.

Observe that the completed tensor product <8>a is symmetric, associative, dis¬

tributive with respect to finite direct sums, right exact and it commutes with

projective limits. But it is in general not compatible with formation of the

dual module. To simplify the notation we will just write <g> for the com¬

pleted tensor product over the base ring Z. If M and N are profinite Z|[G]]-

modules then M®N is again a profinite Z[[G]]-module through the operation

g (mén) = (gm)é(gn).

Lemma 4.1.2. Let M be aprofinite 7L\G\-module. Assume that M is projec¬
tive in P(Z). Then M® : .P(Z[[G]]) —>- .P(Z[[G]]) is an exactfunctor which

mapsprojectives to projectives.

Proof [18], j)ages 253 and 256. One uses that if X and Y are profinite G-

spaces, then Z[X]®Z[7] = Z[X x Y] as profinite Z[G]]-modules. D

Lemma 4.1.3. Every torsion discrete G-modulecanbeembeddedinsomeinjectivetorsiondiscreteG-modulewhichisdivisibleasanabeliangroup.Proof.AdiscretetorsionG-moduleAregardedasanabeliangroupcanbeembeddedinsometorsiondivisibleabeliangroupQ.ThenAembedsintothetorsiondiscreteG-moduleCoind^,(0whichisinjectivebyProposition1.3.1.Toshowdivisibilityofthecoinducedmodule,let/:G—>-Qbeacon¬tinuousmapandÀsomenonzerointeger.Wehavetoconstructacontinuousmaph:G—>-QwithXh=f.SinceQisdivisiblewecanchooseforeachgeGanelementqeQsuchthatXq=fig).Defineh(g):=q.Sobydefi¬nitiononehasXh=f.Moreoverhiscontinuousbecauseh~l{q)=f~l{Xq)foreveryqeimh.D
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Lemma 4.1.4. Ifinjdimc Q/Z < n then injdimc A < n + l^br all discrete

torsion G-modules A.

Proof. There exists an injective coresolution of Q/Z of length n in Co,tor
and the dual profinite G-module Z = (Q/Z)v admits a projective resolution

P* -» Z of length « in P(Z^GJ). Let ^4 be a discrete torsion G-module.

Using Lemma 4.1.3 there exists a short exact sequence A ^-> / -» A' in

Co,tor with / injective in Cg and A' divisible as an abelian group. Hence

due to the properties of the completed tensor product listed in Lemma 4.1.2

((A')vêP*)v is an injective coresolution of (A')ww = A'. Define 1° := I

and I" := {{A')w ®Pn-\)w for n > 1. Then /* is an injective coresolution of

A in Cg of length n + 1. D

Cohomological dimension and strict cohomological dimension are simul¬

taneously finite or infinite, so one has:

Corollary 4.1.5. scdG < oo ifand only //"injdimc Q/Z < oo.

4.2 Continuous Benson-Carlson groups

If a discrete G-module A admits an injective coresolution of length n then

Extc^i , A) = 0 and consequently Ext *

( , A) = 0. So the completed

Ext-groups ExfJ vanish if scd G < oo. We want to answer the following

question about the converse: Does Ext^ = 0 imply injdimc Q/Z < oo?

In the discrete case similar questions have been answered by using the com¬

pleted cohomology defined by Benson and Carlson. For this reason we intro¬

duce analogous definitions for profinite groups and discrete modules involving

injective modules.

Definition 4.2.1. Let A and B be discrete G-modules. Define IHomG(A, B)

as the subgroup ofHomG(A, B) consisting of all homomorphisms f' : A —>- B

which factor through an injective discrete module
inCq.Denotethequo¬tientgroupHomG(A,B)/IHomG(A,B)by{A,B).Theequivalenceclassof/:A-+Bm(A,B)willbewrittenas[/].ConsiderdiscreteG-modulesAandBtogetherwithinjectivecoresolu-tionsA^J*andB^I*respectively.Denoteforn>0thekernelsby
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Kn := ker(Jw -> J"+1), and similarly Cn := ker(/w -> 7W+1), in partic¬
ular K° = A and C° = B. Our goal is to define a direct limit of the form

limk>\n\(Kk, Cn+k) for any n e Z. More explicitly we want to construct

maps

tk: (Kk, Cn+k) -> (Kk+l,Cn+k+l).

A candidate can be found as follows: For / e HomG(Kk, Cn+k) consider the

commutative diagram

jk pk
Kh > Jk » Kk+l

f

/-<n+k^ s- jn+k s*» fn+k+l

f f"
Y Y

with short exact rows given by the injective coresolutions of A and B. Because

of In+k injective /' exists, which induces f": Kk+l -> Cn+k+l. Define the

maps fc by fc[/] :=[/"]•

Lemma 4.2.2. The maps tk: (Kk, Cn+k) -> {Kk+l,Cn+k+l) are well-de¬

fined.

Proof. We have to check the following: First, [/"] does not depend on the

choice of /'. Let be /' be another map fulfilling /' o jk = in+k o f and

f"(m) = f'(s) with m = pk(s) for some s e Jk. Let 9 : Kk+l -> In+k

be the homomorphism denned by 9{m) := (/' — f')(s) with m = pk(s).
Notice that 9 is well-defined. Then /" - /" = 7tn+k o 9, i.e. f" - f"
factors through the injective module In+k. Secondly, [/"] has got to be zero

in (Kk+l,Cn+k+l) if / is an element of JRomG{Kk, Cn+k). If / factors

through an injective module I, then it does in particular factor through Jk,
i.e. / = (p o jk for some homomorphism 0: Jk -> Cn+k. Now denote by

f: Kk+l -> In+k the well-defined map f(m) := (/' - in+k o (p)(s) with

m = pk(s). Then

TTn+k O f = {Jln+k O /' - JTn+k O /"+* O 4)){S)

= (f"opk-Q)(s) = f"(m)

i.e. f" factors through In+k. D

Proposition 4.2.3. Let A and B be discrete G-modules with injective cores¬

olutions A ^-> J*, B ^ I* and kernels described as after Definition 4.2.1.

Then Ext"G(A, B) = \\mk>\n\(Kk,Cn+k)far alln eZ.
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Proof. We first want to define the map which will give the desired isomor¬

phism above. Notice that Ext" {A, B) on the left is also a direct limit, namely

linu>|« |Ext"J (Kk, B). So in the first step we will construct maps

6„,k: Extnc+k(Kk, B) -> (Kk, Cn+k)

forn + k > 0, in the second step we apply linu>|w| on these maps. By
dimension shifting we have Extnc+k(Kk, B) =~E\xtlC(}(Kk, Cn+k~l) for all

n + k > 0, and Ext£ (Kk, cn+k~l) appears in the long exact Ext-sequence
associated to the short exact sequence Cn+k~l >—> jn+k-\ _^ çn+k.

îîomG(Kk, /"+*"1) — K îîomG(Kk, Cn+k)

-^ExtlCG(Kk,Cn+k~l)^0.

Because of exactness, the kernel of D is contained in \m{7tn+k~x)*, in par¬

ticular kerZ) ç IHomG(Kk, Cn+k). Hence D induces a surjective homomor¬

phism

9n,k:Extnc+k(Kk, B) = ExtCo(Kk, Cn+k~l) -» (Kk, Cn+k).

For an explicit description of the maps 6„:k let the class [£] be an element

in Extnc+k(Kk, B) = Hn+k(îîomG(Kk, I*)). [£] can be represented by a

cocycle, that means it can be represented by a map £ : Kk -> In+k satisfying

8n+l(£) = 7tn+k o in+k+l o £ = 0.

Hence £ factors as £ = in+k o x over Cn+k = ker(jtn+k o in+k+l). Then 9n,k
can be recovered explicitly as #«,&([£]) = M- Since we intend to apply the

direct limit lim^>|„ | on the maps 6„tk, we have to check the following diagram
to commute

Extncf(Kk, B) > (Kk, Cn+k)

A tk

Extncf+l(Kk+l, B)
^^ (Kk+l,Cn+k+l)

where A is the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence of

Ext* ( , B) associated to Kk ^ Jk -» Kk+l. Again an element [£] in

Ext"^" (Kk, B) can be represented by a homomorphism £ : Kk -> In+k with
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i»+k „ v e„r c~~a v . vk
x for some x : Kk -> Cn+k. Consider the commutative diagram

jk pk
Kh > jk ^ ^+1 (*)

* *' x"
Y Y

fïi+k'- > rn+k ^ f«+&+11 > rn+k+\

Then A[£] is represented by in+k+l 0 x". Hence

0„,jt+i(A[£]) = [x"] = tk[x] = tk(0„,k[Ç]).

The isomorphism

9 : Èxt^, 5) — limfc>|w|(^, Cw+fc)

is obtained by applying lim^>|„ | on the surjective maps 6„tk- Surjectivity of 6

is due to the fact, that linu>|« | is right exact. To show injectivity let f be an el¬

ement of kerö. f can be represented by a class [£] e Ext"!" (Kk, B) for some

n + k > 0. [£] again is represented by £ e HomG(Xfc, /"+*) withif = in+k ox

for some x e HomG(i:fc, Cn+k). Consider Ag] e Extnc+k+\Kk+l, B)

which is represented by in+k+l o x" with x" as in the diagram (*) on page

58. Because of 0(f) = 0, x factors through an injective module, in particular

through Jk. An argument analogous to the one given in the second part of

the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 yields a homomorphism %/r : Kk+l -> In+k with

x" = 7tn+k o %/r. Thus in+k+l o x" is a coboundary, i.e. A[£] = 0, which

implies that f = 0. D

Proposition 4.2.4. For a discrete G-module A the following assertions
areequivalent(1)injdimcA<oo;(2)Ext*G(,A)=0;(3)Ext°CG(A,A)=0.Proof.Theimplications(1)=^(2)=^(3)areobvious.Forthemissingimpli¬cationletA^->J*beanyinjectivecoresolutionofAinCowithkernelsdenotedbyKn:=ker(Jn->Jn+l)forn>0.Byhypothesiswehave0=Ext°G(^,A)=limk>o(Kk,Kk),thusthereexistsak>0suchthattheidentityonKkfactorsthroughaninjectivemodule.HenceKkitselfisinjective.DCorollary4.2.5.scdG<ooifandonlyz/Ext^=

0.



Chapter 5

A profinite Brown theorem

In this chapter G denotes a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological
dimension and p stands for an arbitrary but fixed prime number. We will prove

a profinite version of a theorem of Brown ([2], Corollary X.7.4), using again

terminology and methods of Chapter 2.

5.1 Formulation of the theorem

Recall the definition of a profinite G-space X: X is a compact, totally dis¬

connected topological space, on which G acts continuously. It can be written

as a projective limit X = \\n\Xa of finite discrete quotient G-sets Xa. Now

consider for X the set Subg(G) of all closed subgroups of G on which G acts

by conjugation. Every closed subgroup H of G is the projective limit

H = limN<G open H/HnN ,

= NH/N < G/N

so that Subg(G) is the projective limit of the finite discrete sets Subg(G/N),
where N runs through all open normal subgroups of G. This induces a topol¬

ogy on Subg(G) such that G is acting continuously. The profinite G-space
we are going to work with is the subspace

AG := {H | H is a closed non-trivial elementary abelian /»-subgroup of G}

59
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of Subg(G). We assumed G to have finite virtual cohomological dimension

vcd G = d. Then every torsion subgroup H of G has finite order bounded

by the finite index \G : U\, where U is an open normal subgroup of G with

finite cohomological dimension cd U = d: Since U is torsion-free, the tor¬

sion group H is isomorphic to some subgroup of the finite group G/U. In

particular the rank of every closed non-trivial elementary abelian /»-subgroup
of G is restricted by some positive integer. The hypothesis of G having finite

virtual cohomological dimension thus implies that the space AG is closed in

Subg(G). In fact AG is the intersection imij/ n <p~l{{e}) with continuous

maps \jr, cp : Subg(G) -> Subg(G) given by

f(H) := Z(H)

<p(H) := (hP \h e H)

for H e Subg(G) and where Z(H) denotes the center of H.

Lemma 5.1.1. LetM be in Cq and let X be aprofinite G-space. Then the set

C(X, M) ofall continuous maps f : X —>- M is a discrete G-module through
the action ofg e G on f e C(X, M) given by (g f){x) := gf(g~lx) for
x eX.

Proof. Since the profinite G-space X can be written as a projective limit

limXa of finite discrete G-sets Xa, we have C(X,M) = limC(Xa,M).

Hence we have to show, that all terms in the limit, i.e. all C(Xa,M) are

discrete G-modules, more precisely that

C(Xa,M)= \JC(Xa,Mf.U<GopenEverycontinuousmapf:Xa—>-MiscontainedinC(Xa,M)UinU2withopensubgroupsU\andUiasfollows:First,im/iscontainedinMUlforsomeopensubgroupU\inG,MbeinganobjectinCoandXabeingafiniteset.ForUiwetakethefiniteintersectionÇ\xeXGxwithopensubgroupsGx={geG|gx=x}.DInthementionedtheoremwestudymapsofcompletecohomologicalfunctorsinducedbythenaturalinclusioniu'-M—>-C(AG,M)whichsendsmeMtotheconstantmapmonAG.
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Proposition 5.1.2. For a profinite group G withfinite virtual cohomological
dimension there exists a map ofcohomologicalfunctors on Cq

H*{G, )^H*(G,C(AG, )).

The maps Hnc{G,M) -> H?(G,C(AG,Af», n e Z, are induced by the

canonical inclusion iu'- M ^-> C(AG, M). They are isomorphisms for ev¬

ery discrete G-module M with the property that the continuous cohomology

groups Hç{G, coker/A/) vanishfor k large.

Proof. We only have to show the last part. As a first effect of G having finite

virtual cohomological dimension is that complete continuous cohomology is

isomorphic to continuous cohomology in high dimensions (Proposition 3.3.5).

By applying continuous cohomology to the map iu we obtain maps

Hnc{G,M) ^ H?(G,C(AG,Af))

for all n > 0, which consequently give maps

Hnc{G, M) {l^i H?(G, C(AG, M))

for all n sufficiently large. A second effect of finite virtual cohomological di¬

mension of G is the existence of a complete injective coresolution of M in

Co (Lemma 3.3.3), which allows dimension shifting in both directions as this

is done in section 3.3.1. Thus there exist maps (z'm*)v for all n e Z, which

are just the maps we obtain by applying complete continuous cohomology
H"(G,)toÎM-BecauseofthelongexactcohomologysequenceandthehypothesisonthemoduleMtheinducedmapsz'm*and(/'m*)vareisomor¬phismsinsufficientlyhighdimensions.Againbydimensionshiftinginbothdirectionsthemaps(z'm*)vareisomorphismsinalldimensions.DOurgoalistogiveanappropriateconditionforadiscreteG-moduleMtosatisfyH^(G,coker/A/)=0forallk>k0.Ifwerequirethateveryclosedelementaryabelian/»-subgroupofGhasranklessorequal1,alldiscreteG-modulesMinCg,pwillautomaticallysatisfyH^(H,coker/A/)=0forallfinitesubgroupsHofGandallk>k0foracertainintegerk0.WewillseethatinthisparticularcasethissufficestoshowH^(G,coker/A/)=0forsufficientlylargek,againbecauseofthefactthatGhasfinitevirtualcohomo¬logicaldimension.Thusonecanprovethefollowing:
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Theorem 5.1.3. Let G be aprofinitegroup G withfinite virtual cohomological
dimension such that the rank ofits closed elementary abelian p-subgroups is

less or equal 1. Then the canonical maps

Hnc{G,M)^ Hnc{G,C{AG,M)), neZ

are isomorphismsfor every discrete G-module M in Co,p-

Remarks.

1) Notice that in the theorem above the profinite G-space AG consists of all

finite subgroups of G of order/?.

2) Let G be a profinite group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1.3.

Suppose there are only finitely many conjugacy classes of subgroups of G

of order p and take for M the trivial discrete G-module Z/pZ. Then the

profinite G-space AG is a finite disjoint union of conjugacy classes [H] of

subgroups H of G of order p and the discrete G-module C(AG, Z/pZ) splits
into a finite direct sum of modules C([H], Z/pZ), where H ranges over a set

of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order/?. Each of

these summands is isomorphic to a coinduced module, more precisely for a

subgroup H of G of order p we construct a isomorphism of discrete G-mo-

dules vl: C([H],Z/pZ) -> C6mà°NG{H){Z/pZ) by n{f){g) := f(g-lHg)
forgeG and f e C([H], Z/pZ). Thus

C(AG, Z/pZ) = 0 ComdGNG(H)(Z/pZ).HeAG/GSincethegroupGpossessesfinitevirtualcohomologicaldimension,theEck¬mann-Shapiro-Lemma(Proposition1.3.3)canbecarriedovertocompletecontinuouscohomology(cf.proofofProposition5.1.2).SowegetHnc{G,C{AG,ZlpZ))=0H^(NG{H),Z/pZ)HeAG/G=0Hn(NG{H),Z/pZ),HeAG/GThusinthisspecialcaseTheorem5.1.3yieldsforthecompletecontinuouscohomologyH"(G,Z/pZ)anexplicitdescription.
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5.2 Tensor induced resolutions

If G is a discrete group with finite virtual cohomological dimension, one can

use tensor induction of a finite projective resolution of Z over ZU, U a sub¬

group of finite index with finite cohomological dimension, to show that if a

G-module M possesses finite projective resolutions over all rings ZH, H a

finite subgroup of G, then M has a finite projective resolution over ZG. We

want to show something similar in the profinite case, not about resolutions

of modules itself, but about the vanishing of continuous cohomology groups.

Nevertheless we will use the notation of completed tensor inducedresolutions.

Let G be a profinite group with open subgroup U of index m = | G : U \.
Fix representatives x\ = e, xi,..., xm e G for the cosets Ug, g e G. For

each x in G we get elements hx (x), 1 < i < m in U and a permutation nx of

m elements denned by the equations

x,x = h,(x)x„x(,) \<i<m.

Let P = (Po, P\, ...) be any sequence of profinite Z|[£/]]-modules. For« > 0

define on

Qn(P):= 0 (i,,1<8>---«8>i,,J
n~\ \-im=n

for each
xinGaZ-linearmapbyPu®--•®Pi—>Pi„,<8>•••ê>Pi,nP\®---®PmI>X(P\®--®Pm):=(-If(hi(x)p7Tx(i)®®hm(x)p7Tx(m))wheresistheintegers:=Y^deg(p,)degipj)•<jwithdeg(p,)=kifptePk-Atediouscomputationshowsforx,yinGthat(xy)(p\®-®pm)=x(y(p\®-®pm))(cf.[9],pages228-229^.ThusQn(P)isaprofiniteZ-moduleonwhichGactscontinuouslythroughZ-linearmaps,thatmeansitisaprofiniteZ[[G]]-module(cf.page36).Lemma5.2.1.LetP*:—>-Pn->Pn-\—>-•••-*Po-»%beaprojectiveresolutionofZinP(Zft_UJ).Thenthem-foldcompletedtensorpowercomplexQ*(P*)isaresolutionofZinP(Z^GJ).
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Proof. Because of the sign (— l)s, the Z-linear maps induce indeed a group

operation which is compatible with the boundary maps. Since all Pt and Z are

projective profinite Z-modules all maps in P* -» Z split as Z-maps. Therefore

Q*(P*) -» Z remains acyclic. D

5.3 Proof of the theorem

As promised the proof will be done in two steps. The first concerns the van¬

ishing of cohomology groups of finite subgroups of G when the hypothesis of

Theorem 5.1.3 hold.

Proposition 5.3.1. Let G be a profinite group withfinite virtual cohomologi-
cal dimension such that every closed elementary abelian p-subgroup has rank

less or equal 1. Denote by C(M) the cokernel of the canonical inclusion

im: M ^-> C(AG, M) for a discrete G-module M. IfM lies in Cq,p, then

Hç{H, C(M)) = Ofor all k > 1 and allfinite subgroups HofG.

Proof. Let H be a finite subgroup of G. We can write for k > 0

H*(H,C(M))= 0 H*(H,C(M);q).
q prime

The restriction homomorphisms map the ^-primary components on the right

invectively into H^(H(q), C{M)), where H(q) denotes a g-Sylow subgroup
of H (Lemma 1.3.6). If q ^ p the groups H^(H(q), C(M)) vanish trivially
for all k > 0 since C{M) e Cq,p- For the case when p = q consider the next

lemma proved by Scheidererin [17] (Lemma 12.17):

Lemma 5.3.2. Let the profinite group G satisfy the hypothesis ofProposition
5.3.1andletHbeanynon-trivialfinitep-subgroupofG.ThenforeverymoduleMeCo,torthenaturalmapHnc{H,M)-+Hnc{H,C(AG,M))issurjectiveforn=1andbijectiveforn>2.NowitfollowsimmediatelythatH*{H{p),C{M))=0fork>1,whichcompletestheproofofProposition5.3.1.

D
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Since G is a profinite group with finite virtual cohomological dimension,
there exists an open subgroup U of G with finite cohomological dimension

cd U = vcd G. Hence the trivial Z|[£/]]-module Z possesses a finite projective
resolution P* in P(Z^UJ). The second step of the proof of Theorem 5.1.3

consists in the study of the | G : U\-fo\d completed tensor induction of P*,

which implies the following:

Proposition 5.3.3. Let G be a profinite group with vcd G = d < oo. Let M

be a torsion discrete G-module satisfying H^(H, M) = Ofor all k > k0 and

allfinite subgroups H ofG. Then H^ (G, M) = Ofor all k > m(d+l) + k0+ 2

where m denotes the index ofsome open subgroup UofG with cd U = d.

Proof Let us first assume that there exists a free resolution

P*:Pd+i^Pd^ > Po -» Z

of Z of finite length d + 1 in P(Z[[£/]]). Thus every module Pt in the se¬

quence is isomorphic to Z[Vt] for some free profinite £/-space Vt (cf. page

39). The w-fold completed tensor power resolution Q*(P*) is a resolution of

Z of length m (d + 1) and its terms are defined by

Qn(P*):= 0 (i,,1<8>---«8>i,,J
n-\ Vim=n

where each Pn <g> • • • ®Pim is a free profinite Z-module over the profinite space

Vn x • • • x Vlm. Hence Qn (P*) is a free profinite Z-module over the profinite

space

Notice that if the sign in the action of
Gwasabsent,WnwouldbeaG-space:xw=±(h\(x)v7tx(\),...,hm(x)v„x(m))=:w'eW„withxeG,w=(v\,...,vm)eWnandhx(x),nxdefinedasonpage63.IfxliesinthesubgroupUonecanusethefactthattheactionofUonallVt

is
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free, and thus for 0 ^ w we have

w = w'

hi(x)v„x(t) = v, 1 < /' < m

ftx{i) = U ht (x) = e 1 < i < m

x = e,

in particular U Pi {x e G \ xw = ±w} = {e}. So {x e G \ xw = ±w} is a

finite group, because U is of finite index in G.

Applying the contravariantjunctor Homz( , M) : P(Z|[G]]) - Z)(Z[G]]) to

the resolution Q*(P*) -^ Z we get a coresolution of M in Co,tor- The se¬

quence again remains exact, since all terms in Q*(P*) -» Z are free profinite
modules over Z. We want to show for all n > 0 that the cohomology groups

Hç{G, Homz(Qn(P*), M)) vanish from a certain dimension onwards. If each

profinite space Wn were a G-space one could use the following lemma proved

by Scheiderer ([18], Proposition 5.5).

Lemma 5.3.4. Let M be a discrete torsion G-module and let X be aprofinite

G-space. Then there are natural inclusionsfor k > 0

^(G,Homz(Z[X],M))~ f] Hkc{Gx,M)
xeX/G

with stabilizers Gx = {g e G \ gx = x}for x e X.

Because of the condition on M in Proposition 5.3.3, the product on the

right would be zero if all the groups Gx were finite for all x e X. Although
the profinite spaces Wn are in general not G-spaces it is possible to use the

lemma by introducing two sequences of profinite G-spaces which are derived

from the Vx. First define for n > 0

U„:= ]J (Vnx-..xVlm)
*H Vim=n

together with the G-action

x(v\, ...,vm):= (hi(x)v„x(i), ...,hm(x)v„x(m)).

Notice that this coincides withtheG-operationonQn{P*)onlyuptosign.FurtherwetaketheG-invariantsubsetsZn:=WnU{—Wn)ofQ„(P*).Forxw±u>
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all n > 0 one obtains short exact sequences

0 — %Un\ -U Z[Z„] -U Qn(P*) — 0

in P{2^GJ) where (p is defined by (p(u) = J2zen-iru)Z, w e Un, with

7t : Zn -> Un such that 7r(±u>) = w for u> e fFw, and \jr is induced by
the inclusion Zn ^-> Qn(P*)- By applying Homz( , M) we get for n > 0

short exact sequences

Homt(Qn(P*), M) ~ Homt(Z[Z„], M) -» Hom^Z^], M) (*)

in which two terms can be used as indicated: Taking into account that by
definition and the properties of Wn the groups Gu and Gz are finite for all

u e U„ and all z e Z„, we get for all n > 0

Y[ Hkc(Gu,M)= ]~[ H*(Gz,M) = 0 for aük>k0

uU„/G zZ„/G

since H^(H, M) = 0 for all k > k0 and all finite subgroups HofG. Thus by
Lemma 5.3.4 and the long exact cohomology sequence associated to the short

exact sequence (*) above we get for all n > 0

H*(G, Homz(ö„(.P*), M)) = 0 for all k > k0 + 1.

Finally M ^-> Homz(£> *(-P*), M) is a coresolution of lengths (J + 1) and the

cohomology groups of all modules Hom2(Q„(P*), M) vanish in dimensions

greater than k0 + 1. So again by using long exact cohomology sequences we

get as desired

H*(G, M) = 0 for all k > m(d + 1) + 1 + k0 + 1.

The assumption of having a finite free resolution instead of a finite projec¬
tive resolution at the beginning is no loss of generality: Let P* -» Z be a

finite projective resolution and let Fn = Pn © P'n be free profinite modules in

P(Z[[£/]]). Then the w-fold completed tensor power resolution Q*(F*) can

be written as the direct sum Q*(P*) © Q'^ of profinite Z[[G]]-modules, where

Q'„ is given by the direct sum of all P,1 <g> • • • <S)P,m with i\ + • • • + im = n and
n i /

Ij e {0, 1}, not all l} = 0, Pu = P} and P1 = P The cohomology groups

of the modules Homz(Qn(F*), M) vanish for dimensions greater than k0 + 1,

so do the cohomology groups of Hom^iQn (P*), M). D
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Combining the last two propositions we get: Let G be a profinite group

with finite virtual cohomological dimension such that every closed elementary
abelian /»-subgroup has rank less or equal 1. Let M be a discrete G-module

in Cg,p- Then the cokernel of the canonical inclusion iu'- M ^-> C(AG, M)

satisfies the condition on the module in Proposition 5.3.3 with k0 = 0. Thus

H"(G, coker iM) =0 for all n > m (d + 1 ) + 2

and Theorem 5.1.3 follows as a corollary of Proposition 5.1.2.



Chapter 6

Finite virtual cohomological
dimension

The profinite version of Brown's Theorem proved in the last chapter applies
to profinite groups with finite virtual cohomological dimension. In the present

chapter we will see that pro-p-groups of finite rank provide a rich source of

such groups. And as an explicit example we will specify an open subgroup
with finite cohomological dimension in the case of the general linear group of

degree n over 2,p.

6.1 Uniform groups

As mentioned above we will look in the last section at a special subgroup
of GLn{2,p). This subgroup will be a uniform pro-p-group, which has finite

cohomological dimension by Lazard [13].

6.1.1 Definitions

We first want to introduce the basic definitions concerning uniform pro-p-

groups and briefly give some interpretation of this raw data. Omitted proofs

69
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and more (detailed) information can be found in [4].

Definition 6.1.1. Let G be a topological group. A subset X of G generates G

topologically if the closure ofthe subgroup generated by X is the whole group

G, i.e. (X) = G. G is finitely generated iî it is generated topologically by a

finite subset. In this case denote by d{G) the minimal cardinality of a set of

generators for G. If the group G can not be topologically generated by a finite

subset we set<i(G) = oo.

Definition 6.1.2. Let G be a profinite group. The Frattini subgroup ofG is

O(G) p| M.

M maximal proper

open subgroup of G

These two definitions are related as follows: A profinite group G is

finitely generated if its Frattini subgroup is an open subgroup of G. More¬

over the converse claim is true if G is a pro-p-group, because among other

reasons then we have O(G) = Gp[G, G], where [G, G] is the derived group

andG^ = {gP\ge G).

Definition 6.1.3. Let G be a pro-p-group. The lower p-series is a series of

closed normal subgroups of G defined by

P\(G) = G

Pl+i(G) = Pl(G)P[Pl(G),G] i>\.

Thus P2(G) = O(G) and^+i(G) > 0(^(G)) for each / > 1. A uni¬

form pro-p-group is an example of a pro-p-group for which this inequality is

an equality. But for their exact definition we first need the notion of a powerful

pro-p-group, since "uniform" is an abbreviation for "uniformly powerful".

Definition 6.1.4. Let G be a pro-p-group. G is said to be powerful if G/Gp

is abelian when p is odd or if G/G4 is abelian when p = 2.

Trivially all abelian pro-p-groups are powerful. Every powerful pro-p-

group is a projective limit of powerful finite /»-groups. Thus many results

established for finite powerful /»-groups can be carried over from finite p-

groups to pro-p-groups.

Definition 6.1.5. A pro-p-group G is uniform if G is finitely generated and

powerful such that | P, (G) : Pl+\{G) \ = \ G : P2(G) \ for all / > 1.
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Example. (Zp)n is a uniform pro-p-group, because Pl+\ ((Zp)n) = pl (Zp)n.

Since the definition of a uniform pro-p-group involves a condition on its

lower /»-series, we state some facts about the lower /»-series, first in the case

of a finitely generated pro-p-group in general, and then in the case of a finitely

generated powerful pro-p-group.

Proposition 6.1.6. Let G be afinitely generatedpro-p-group. Then Px (G) is

an open subgroup ofG for all i > 1, and the set {Pt (G) \ i > 1} is a base of

open neighbourhoods ofe in G.

Proof. [4], Proposition 1.16. The proof uses the fact, that a pro-p-group is

finitely generated if and only if its Frattini subgroup is an open subgroup. D

Proposition 6.1.7. Let G = (ai, ..., ad) be a finitely generated powerful

pro-p-group with d(G) = d. Thenfor each i > 1 one has

(1) Pi(G)powerful;

(2) P1+k(G) = Pl(G)p = Pk+\(Pi(G)) for all k > 0, and in particular

Pl+l(G) = <$>(Pl(G));

(3) PAG) = GP"1 = {xP'~l \xeG} = (af\ ..., afl);

(4) the map x \-> xp induces epimorphisms

P^O/P^iiG) -» Pl+k(G)/Pl+k+l(G)

for all k > 0.

Proof. [4], Theorem 3.6. D

Consequently a finitely generated powerful pro-p-group G is uniform if

and only if the epimorphisms Pl(G)/Pl+\(G) -» Pl+\(G)/Pl+2(G) induced

by the pth power map x h^ xp are isomorphisms for each /' > 1.

Corollary 6.1.8. Let G be afinitely generatedpowerful pro-p-group. Then

G is torsion-free ifit is uniform.

Proof. Suppose there exists a non-trivial element g e G of finite order m,

i.e. G has torsion. One may assume that m = p, because if m was coprime
to p,

thengwouldhavetolieinP,(G)forevery/',andhencebee(theset
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{P, (G) \i > 1} is a base of open neighbourhoods of e of the profinite group

G). Therefore there exists an z > 1 such that g is an element of Pt (G), but

not of Pl+\(G). Thus we have e ^ gPl+\(G) e Pl(G)/Pl+\(G), and on

the other hand e = gpP1+2(G) e Pl+\(G)/Pl+2(G). So the epimorphism

Pl{G)/Pl+\{G) -» Pl+\(G)/Pl+2(G) induced by x i-> xp is not injective.
D

6.1.2 A theorem of Lazard

In this section we only want to quote the already mentioned result of Lazard.

The original proof can be found in a rather general context in [13], but we will

here use terms according to [24].
Let zz be an integer > 1.

Definition 6.1.9. A graded algebra A = 0,>o A, over a field k satisfies the

Poincaré duality in dimension n if

(1) dim(^) < oo for all z < zz,

(2) dim(^w) = 1,

(3) At =0 for all z > zz,

(4) the multiplication map Ax x An-X —>- An is a non-singular bilinear map

for all 0 < i < n.

Example. Let V be an zz-dimensional zc-vector space. Then an example of

an algebra satisfying Poincaré duality in dimension zz is given by the exterior

algebra f\(V):

• (A(n), :=A'(nfor/>0;

• multiplication is determined by

(llA...AU;)x (ttJi A . . .
A Wj ) = V\ A . . .

A Vt A W\ A
. . .

A Wj

for v\,..., Vj, w\,..., Wj e V.

Definition 6.1.10.
Apro-p-groupGissaidtobeaPoincarédualitygroupofdimensionnifitscohomologyalgebraHC{G,¥p)=0,>oH'c(G,¥p)overthefield¥psatisfiesthePoincarédualityindimensionzz.ForsuchagroupwehavecdG=zzbecauseofH"+1(G,¥p)=0andH?(G,WP)^0(cf.Corollary1.3.12).IfcdG<zzthereisadualitybe¬tweenH?(G,A)andH?(G,A'),whereA'=Hom(^,/)and/isadualizing
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module. More information about dualizing modules and relations to genuine
Poincaré duality can be found in [20]. However, Lazard has shown in [13],
that uniform pro-p-groups, in particular the profinite group (Zp)n, are exam¬

ples of Poincaré duality groups. In fact one has:

Theorem 6.1.11 (Lazard). Let G be a uniform pro-p-group. Then its coho-

mology algebra HC(G, ¥p) is the exterior algebra ofthe n-dimensional vector

space HJ(G, ¥p), where n = d{G).

Proof [24], Theorems 8.7.10 and 11.6.1. D

Corollary 6.1.12. Every profinite group G which contains an open uniform

pro-p-subgroup U hasfinite virtual cohomological dimension vcd G = d(U).

6.2 Groups containing uniform subgroups

Our aim is to give examples of profinite groups with finite virtual cohomolog¬
ical dimension. By the previous, candidates are provided by profinite groups

containing open uniform pro-p-subgroups.

6.2.1 Characterizations

In first place we consider finitely generated powerful pro-p-groups and the

subgroups in their lower /»-series:

Proposition 6.2.1. In the lower p-series ofafinitely generatedpowerfulpro¬

p-group G the open subgroups Pk(G) are uniform groupsfor all sufficiently

large k.

Proof. Suppose \Pt{G) : Pl+\(G)\ = pd'. Because of the epimorphisms

Pl{G)/Pl+l{G) -» Pl+l{G)/Pl+1{G) we have 4 > 4+1 for all / > 1. Thus

4 = dm fore some m. All Pl(G) for /' > m are finitely generated powerful

pro-p-groups with PJ{Pl{G)) = PJ+l+\(G), and hence uniform. D

This leads to the next candidates: Pro-p-groups which contain an open

finitely generated powerful pro-p-group. Involved is the notion of finite rank:
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Definition 6.2.2. The rank rk(G) of a profinite group G is given by

rk(G) = sup d(H).

closed subgroup

A profinite group of finite rank is clearly finitely generated. The pro-p-

groups of finite rank can be characterized as exactly the finitely generated pro-

/»-groups which contain a finitely generated powerful open subgroup (cf. [4],
Theorem 3.13). We here only will give a construction of a finitely generated

powerful open pro-p-subgroup for a given pro-p-group of finite rank: Let

G be a finitely generated pro-p-group and r a positive integer. Denote by

V(G, r) the intersection of all the kernels of all homomorphisms of G into

GLr (Fp). We want to remark the fact, that the topology of a finitely generated

pro-p-group is completely determined by the group structure:

Proposition 6.2.3. Let G be afinitely generatedpro-p-group. Every subgroup

offinite index in G is open.

Proof. [4], Theorem 1.17. D

Thus every homomorphism of a finitely generated pro-p-group into a

profinite group is automatically continuous. Since GLr(Fp) is finite, all ker¬

nels in the intersection above are open subgroups of G and one has only

finitely many of them. Hence V(G,r) is an open subgroup of G. If p = 2

then one can show that V(G, r)2 is an open subgroup of G (cf. [4], page 50).

Lemma 6.2.4. Let G be afinitely generatedpro-p-group. If

r := sup d(N)
N<G open

isfinite, then V(G, r) ispowerful ifp ^ 2 and V(G, r)2 ispowerful ifp = 2.

Proof. [4], Proposition 3.10. D

For a pro-p-group G of finite rank supjV<G open
ö?(jV) is clearly finite,

thus:

Corollary 6.2.5. A pro-p-group G offinite rank hasfinite virtual cohomolog¬
ical dimension ycd G < rk(G).
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2.4 and Proposition 6.2.1 there is a uniform open pro-p-

subgroup U oîG. By Theorem 6.1.11 one has vcdG = cd£/ = d(U), and

clearly d{U) < rk(G). D

Further examples of profinite groups which contain a uniform open pro-

/»-subgroup are given by compact /?-adic analytic groups. Briefly, a p-adic

analytic group is a topological group equipped with a structure of a /?-adic

analytic manifold such that the group operations are analytic functions (cf. [4]

Chapter 8). Lazard characterized in [13] the profinite groups which contain a

uniform open pro-p-subgroup as the compact /?-adic analytic groups.

6.2.2 Matrix groups over Z^

We now will at last come to a concrete example of a profinite group with finite

virtual cohomological dimension: For a fixed positive integer n and p prime
we denote by M«(Z^) the compact topological ring of all n x n matrices

over the ring of /?-adic integers. The group GLn(Zp) of all invertible n x

n matrices over Zp is a closed subspace of MW(Z;7), because it is equal to

the preimage of the closed set Zp \ p7Lp under the continuous determinant

map det: Mn{Zp) -> Zp. So GLn(Zp) endowed with the subspace topology
induced from Mn{Zp) is a profinite group, and the family {Kr \ r > 1} of

open normal subgroups is a base of open neighbourhoods of 1, where

Kr:={geGL„(Zp)\g=l modpr}>Kr+i.

Our goal
istodetectwithinthisfamilyofopennormalsubgroupsauniformpro-p-group.Lemma6.2.6.AllKui>1arepro-p-groups.Proof.LetgbeanelementofKs,s>1.Thenwecanwriteitasg=1+psaforsomematrixaeMW(Z;,),andhencegP=\+ps+la+J2{^)pkSake**+!•ThusallelementsofKs/Ks+\haveorderdividing/?,andallelementsofK\/Kshaveorderdividingps~l,sothatK\/Ksisa/»-group.ThereforeiCimustbeapro-p-group.

D
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Lemma 6.2.7. K, = (K,-i)P for
/ > 3 ifp = 2

i>2 ifp + 2

Proof The proof of the lemma before showed K, > {Kl_\)p for all i, so we

have to show the opposite inclusion K, < {Kl_\)p in the indicated cases. Let

1 +pla be an element of Kt with some matrix a e M«(Z^). We can construct

inductively matrices xr, r > 1 such that

• xr commutes with a,

• (1 + pl~^xr)p = 1 + p'a mod pr+l.

For xi we can take a:

(l+p'-1a)p
p

E
k=0

Pk)ph-kak 1 + p'a mod pl+1

for /' > 3 if p = 2 or for / > 2 if p ^ 2. By induction one can show that

we can take for xr the expression xr_i — pr~l{\ +y_1xr_i)~^_1^c, where

(1 + p1 ~lxr-\)p = 1 + p'a + pr~l+1c. We obtain a convergent sequence

(x,),>i mWlnCLp) whose limit x satisfies (1 + p' x)p = 1 + p'a D

Lemma 6.2.8. The lower p-series of H := K\+i < GL„(Zp) is given by

Pl{H) = Kl+h i > I, where

1 ifp = 2

0 ifp^l

Proof By definition one has P\{H) = H. Suppose /' > 1. A small calcu¬

lation shows [Kl+i-\, H] < Kl+i. Thus by Lemma 6.2.7 and the induction

hypothesis Pt-i(H) = Kl+i-\ this yields

{Kl+i-X)P[Kl+i-X,m < Kl+i = (K,+i-i)P .

=P1-l(H)P[P1_l(H),m =P,-i(H)P

Hence we have KlM = Pl-i(H)P[Pl-i(H),m
closed in H.

def

Pt (H), because Kl+i is

D

All these together easily give the desired example, which we have stated

in the next proposition.
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Proposition 6.2.9. The open subgroup

H\ {g e GLn(Zp) \ g = \ modp} ifp + 2

\ {geGLn(Zp) \g=l mod 4} ifp = 2

ofGLn(Zp) is a uniform pro-p-group. In particular GL„(Zp) hasfinite vir¬

tual cohomological dimension.

Proof. Let le {0, 1} be as in the lemma above, so that H = K\+i. To prove

uniformity ofH we have to examine various points:

• Lemma 6.2.6 says that H is a pro-p-group.

• Since the Frattini subgroup 0(i7) = Pi{H) = K2+i (Lemma 6.2.8) of

H is an open subgroup, H is finitely generated.

• To prove that H is powerful let first p be equal to 2. Then the quotient

H/H4 = K2/K24 is abelian since [K2, K2] < K4 = K32 = K24. On the

other hand ifp ^ 2, the quotient H/HP = K\/K2 is abelian since all its

elements have order dividing/? (cf. proof of Lemma 6.2.6).

• GLn{Zp)/K\ is isomorphic to GLn(Z/pZ), thus

I GLW(Z^) :Kl\ = (pn- \)(pn -p)...(pn- pn-i)

\Kl:K1\=pn2('-V

for / > 1. So the subgroup H fulfills the supplementary condition on the

lower /»-series because \Kt : Kl+\ \ = pn for/' > 1.

D
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